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E  ffective 2020, Google Malaysia will be charging 6 percent in 
digital tax on its services. This is in compliance with Malaysia’s 
new Sales & Services Tax. So far, Google has confirmed that 

the 6 percent will be applicable on G Suite services. The tax will be 
charged on user purchases and reflected under Billing & Payments. Users 
will be notified about any possible pricing changes via email.

GOOGLE TO CHARGE 6 PERCENT DIGITAL TAX IN MALAYSIA

MALAYSIA AND SOUTH KOREA TO INCREASE SME COLLABORATION 

S
outh Korea has agreed to enhance collaborative ties between 
its SMEs and their Malaysian counterparts. The Malaysian 
government would help to identify South Korean SMEs that 

possess the relevant technologies that would benefit Malaysian SMEs 
greatly. One example would be artificial light for growing quality 
agricultural products. South Korea ranked as the world’s most 
innovative economy under Bloomberg’s Annual Innovation Index 
2019, and Malaysia seeks to benefit from its experience. 

COMPANIES RACE FOR SINGAPORE’S DIGITAL BANK LICENSES 

D
ozens of firms are in talks to form consortiums in an effort 
to meet the tough entry requirements to bid for Singapore’s 
digital bank licences. Singapore’s biggest liberalisation of 

its banking sector in two decades seeks to enable online-only banks 
that can operate at lower costs and therefore offer different services 
than those of incumbents. Some of the conditions are stiffer than in 
other markets, including requiring S$1.5 billion in paid-up capital for 
retail banks and local control. 



T  he United Kingdom general election, which was held on 12 
December 2019 saw the Conservative Party sweep to a 
comfortable majority. The opposition Labour Party crashed 

to its most disastrous election showing since 1935, while the Scottish 

National Party made big gains in Scotland. Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson is expected to use this victory to speed up the process of 
leaving the European Union and strengthening a domestic agenda of 
business-friendly policies.

CONSERVATIVES WIN UK GENERAL ELECTION

HONG KONG SMEs WELCOME RELIEF MEASURES 

T
he Government of Hong Kong announced new measures 
to help SMEs amidst the island's ongoing unrest and 
slowing trade. The measures worth around HK$4 billion 

are aimed at assisting SMEs weather the ongoing economic storm 
pummelling Hong Kong. These measures allow companies and 
individuals to pay their taxes in instalments, while small firms will 
get subsidies for their utility bill. 

SOUTH KOREAN SMEs OFFERED TEST DATA AT REDUCED PRICE 

S
outh Korea’s Ministry of Environment (MoE) has increased 
its budget to support SMEs registering substances under 
K-REACH. It will provide companies with test data at a 

reduced price and offer consulting services to some free of charge. 
The ministry will also provide consultative support to SMEs 
throughout the entire joint registration process. This includes help on 
data gap analysis, on securing hazard test data and preparation of 
registration documents. 
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 C  hina’s SME sector has showed improving business 
confidence in November as the country’s economy is 
stabilising amid policy support. The China SME 

Confidence Index rose to 54.7 in November from 54.5 in October, 

rising for the second consecutive month, according to a report from 
Standard Chartered Bank. China’s central bank implemented two 
targeted reserve requirement ratio cuts in October and November to 
boost financing for SMEs, helping them to stay on their feet.

CHINA’S SME CONFIDENCE IS IMPROVING

THAILAND BEGINS EVALUATING NEW RULES 
TO HELP SMEs RAISE CAPITAL 

T
he Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of Thailand 
is currently in the process of issuing regulations to facilitate 
capital market funding access for SMEs, aiming to initially 

allow SME share offerings and convertible debentures without 
document submission. This move seeks to reduce many unnecessary 
procedures and costs, and SMEs will be able to offer these securities to 
institutional investors, venture capitalists, or joint venture 
corporations, as well as directors and employees of these entities, with 
an unlimited amount for the offering value. This consideration of new 
regulations is part of the government’s 20-year national strategy to 
develop the capability of SMEs, with an objective of increasing GDP 
contributions by SMEs to 60 percent by 2037.

SINGAPORE’S BUSINESS SANS BORDERS TO 
BENEFIT SMEs THROUGHOUT ASIA 

T
he Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and the 
Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) piloted 
Business sans Borders (BSB) last year to great success. BSB 

will enable open, cross border B2B e-commerce platform connectivity 
that will make it easy, safe and convenient for businesses, and especially 
SMEs, to buy and sell internationally without leaving their existing 
marketplace environments that they’re already accustomed to using. As 
BSB runs in the background of all connected marketplaces, there’s no 
need to sign up for anything new. 



I  n December 2019, another round of negotiations 
between the US and China took place, resulting in a 
temporary pause. Data suggests that activity and 

spending indicators were strengthening across the board. 
However, experts are not keeping their hopes up as there is still 

no clear indicator if this positive trend will continue. Oxford 
Economics yesterday raised its 2020 growth forecast for China to 
6.0 percent from 5.7 percent “following signs that growth has 
stabilised” and said significant policy easing was less likely, given 
Beijing’s desire to “keep its powder dry”.

CHINA’S FACTORY AND RETAIL SECTORS SURGE AS RELATIONS THAW

SOUTHEAST ASIA’S GDP PREDICTED TO 
REMAIN AT 4.5 PERCENT IN 2020 

A
ccording to ICAEW’s latest Economic Update: South-East 
Asia report, economists are predicting that overall GDP 
growth of the Southeast Asian region is expected to slow 

from 5.1 percent in 2018 to 4.5 percent in 2019. With a potentially 
high-risk of re-escalation of trade tensions regional GDP growth rate is 
expected to remain at 4.5 percent throughout 2020. The ongoing 
US-China trade war, among other things, has been the key issue that 
drives this slowdown in growth. The resulting trade uncertainty is 
dragging down manufacturing, exports, and investments and will 
remain a challenge unless it is resolved. 

COMPANIES RACE FOR SINGAPORE’S DIGITAL BANK LICENSES 

D
ozens of firms are in talks to form consortiums in an effort 
to meet the tough entry requirements to bid for Singapore’s 
digital bank licences. Singapore’s biggest liberalisation of 

its banking sector in two decades seeks to enable online-only banks 
that can operate at lower costs and therefore offer different services 
than those of incumbents. Some of the conditions are stiffer than in 
other markets, including requiring S$1.5 billion in paid-up capital for 
retail banks and local control. 
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A  ccording to the UAE Ministry of Economy, the SME sector 
represents more than 98 per cent of the total number of 
companies operating in the UAE and contributes towards 

52 percent of the non-oil GDP. The ministry is targeting 60 per cent 
contribution of SMEs by 2021. Such contributions cannot be 

understated. The UAE government is playing a key role in its ambition 
to enhance their contribution and performance of the SME sector, and 
the government continues to establish various initiatives and 
programmes to help them grow further. Their bilateral partnerships 
with Italy in particular has proven very fruitful.

HELPING SMEs IN THE UAE TAKE ON THE WORLD

VIETNAM’S DIGITAL AGRICULTURE REVOLUTION 

R
eports from research organisations 
said the world population would 
increase by 2.2 billion by 2050 and 

demand for food would increase by 50 per cent. 
During this period climate change is expected 
to reduce harvests by 17 per cent while arable 
land will shrink by 20 per cent. You can see 
why Vietnam’s agriculture industry is in a 
dilemma, with agriculture being a core part of 
its economy. Fortunately, advancements in 
technology and innovation could provide a 
potential solution to these challenges. As of 
now, the Vietnamese government have already 
begun making efforts to attract investors in 
digital farming.

VIRTUAL BANKS AND FINTECH TO 
SHAKE UP HONG KONG IN 2020  

T
he launch of virtual banks in Hong Kong in 
early 2020 is set to disrupt the traditional 
banking model and blur the lines between 

different sectors, according to KPMG's Hong Kong 
Banking Outlook 2020. At the same time, banks are 
expected to adopt more technology solutions to 
manage costs and achieve operational efficiency 
amidst a rapidly evolving and increasing competitive 
banking industry landscape. The year 2020 may also 
see an increased focus on customer intimacy in the 
corporate market. Banks that are able to leverage the 
data to predict behaviour and create personalised 
experiences for their customers will give themselves a 
chance of long-term survival.

ERICSSON EXPECTS BILLIONS TO 
SUBSCRIBE TO 5G BY 2025  

E ricsson has recently released their 
latest issue of the Ericsson Mobility 
Report alongside a range of other 

forecasts with an end-of-2025 timeline and 
communications service provider insights. In it 
the company expects the global number of 5G 
subscriptions to top 2.6 billion within the next six 
years. This is being driven by a sustained 
momentum and an increasingly rapid develop-
ment of 5G capabilities. The report also projects 
that 5G will cover 65 percent of the global 
population by the end of 2025 and handle 45 
percent of global mobile data traffic. 
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HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL 
LICENSING SHOW
6 – 8 JANUARY 2020
HONG KONG CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION 
CENTRE
event.hktdc.com

T
 he HKTDC Hong Kong 
International Licensing 
Show (HKILS) is an ef-

fective marketing platform for you 
to capitalise on the fastest growing 
Asian licensing opportunity. In 
2019, the event hosted more than 
400 Exhibitors with over 1,000 
Brands & Properties and more 
than 23,000 Quality Worldwide 
Buyers. The show serves to assist 
licensors and licensing agents to 
search for partners and expand 
their regional licensing network in 
Asia. It also provides a one-stop 
platform for people involved in the 
licensing business to feature, 
source, and promote new proper-
ties, goods, and services.

TECH TRENDS & PREDICTIONS FOR 
2020 AND BEYOND
10 JANUARY 2020
PAYA LEBAR QUARTER, SINGAPORE
rhtlawtaylorwessing.com

T
 he fifth edition of the an-
nual Tech Trends & Pre-
dictions is fast approach-

ing. Organised by RHTLaw Taylor 
Wessing, the half-day conference 
will gather over 100 leaders among 
the tech entrepreneurs, investors, 
innovators, financial service provid-
ers, and researchers. The confer-
ence will cover the latest trends and 
opportunities in the Asia tech land-
scape and provide a platform for the 
tech community to connect, share 
and collaborate. Big name speakers 
include representatives from APAC 
Frost & Sullivan, Tiro Capital, Mi-
crosoft, and many more.

INDONESIA PE-VC SUMMIT 2020
15 JANUARY 2020
THE WESTIN, JAKARTA, INDONESIA
events.dealstreetasia.com/jkt2020

T
 he primary goal of this 
conference is to bring to-
gether the top names in 

PE and VC worlds — both LPs and 
GPs — under one roof for optimum 
networking and thought-provoking 
and engaging panel discussions, fire-
side chats and keynotes. The PE-VC 
Summit is aiming to build the re-
gion’s largest creative business gath-
ering in the PE and VE sectors. With 
more than two dozen CEOs and 
speakers from successful businesses 
throughout the region speaking, the 
summit is set to be among the most 
comprehensive and in-depth forums 
that one can attend.

INSTAGRAM MARKETING FORUM
17 JANUARY 2020
KMC SOLUTIONS, MAKATI, PHILIPPINES
entrepnr.com/events

A
 s far as social media mar-
keting channels go, Insta-
gram has been a major 

power player in the Philippines. 
This forum will outline all of the fun-
damentals for Instagram marketing, 
including how to optimise profiles, 
how to create high-engaging posts, 
how to get more results with both 
feed and Stories content, and how 
to evaluate progress on the plat-
form. The forum is aimed at direc-
tors, managers, heads of marketing, 
and social media specialists who 
aim to optimise their usage of social 
media as a marketing platform.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
MACHINE LEARNING AND SOFT 
COMPUTING
17 – 19 JANUARY 2020
HAIPHONG CITY, VIETNAM
icmlsc.org

T
 he 4th ICMLSC is an an-
nual conference held in 

Vietnam. It aims to build an idea-
trading platform for the purpose of 
encouraging researchers to partici-
pate in this event. The papers to be 
presented at ICMLSC address many 
grand challenges in modern engi-
neering. The conference also serves 
as a forum for discussion regarding 
the latest developments in technolo-
gy and machine learning.  It is set to 
take place in Haiphong city, a major 
industrial region that is at the centre 
of Vietnam’s technological, medical, 
and scientific development.

SEED SYMPOSIUM BANGKOK 2020
21 – 22 JANUARY 2020
TRUE DIGITAL PARK, BANGKOK, THAILAND
seed.uno

S
ustainable development 
and green economy agen-
das have increasingly 

drawn global attention in recent 
years. Southeast Asian nations have 
devoted time and resources through-
out all sectors to shifting policy and 
cultivating an ecosystem that aligns 
with the international objectives of 
UN Sustainable Development Goals 
and Paris Agreement commitments. 
SEED Symposium Bangkok 2020 is 
set to bring together over 150 enter-
prises, financial institutions, policy-
makers, donors, business develop-
ment service providers, and more to 
develop innovative approaches and 
collaborative partnerships that pro-
mote social and environmental en-
trepreneurship in sustainable devel-
opment and green economy agendas. 

BLTM 2020
31 JANUARY 2020
THE LEELA AMBIENCE CONVENTION HOTEL, 
DELHI, INDIA bltm.co.in

B
LTM is India's leading 
travel trade show on busi-
ness, MICE and luxury 

travel. It is positioned as a full-
fledged travel mart focused on sell-
ers from global Business and luxury 
travel segments and hundreds of 
qualified buyers from all over India. 
The event touts itself as the ultimate 
business platform to meet hundreds 
of corporate MNC buyers plus many 
qualified meeting planners and in-
centive travel planners hosted from 
other major Indian cities. Take the 
opportunity to meet face-to-face at 
and build long-term business rela-
tions in the travel industry. 

MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL 
JEWELLERY FAIR SPRING EDITION
10 – 13 JANUARY 2020
KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE, 
MALAYSIA
mijf.com.my/mijf_spring

T
 he Malaysia International 
Jewellery Fair (MIJF) re-
turns in 2020 for the 

Spring season, showcasing the latest 
jewellery designs from world-class 
jewellery craftsmen and manufactur-
ers, both local and from around the 
world. From gold to diamonds, find 
the one among the exquisite luxury 
creations on display, and enjoy 
glamorous jewellery fashion shows, 
high teas and more. It also serves as 
the perfect networking opportunity 
for those in the jewellery market as 
world renown brands are among the 
exhibitors. Additionally, the event 
offers seminars that provide market 
and technical knowledge on the 
trends and innovations within the 
industry.

VALUE INVESTING SUMMIT 2020
11 – 12 JANUARY 2020
NEXUS BANGSAR SOUTH, KUALA LUMPUR, 
MALAYSIA
home.valueinvestingsummit.com/
summit

T
 he Value Investing Sum-
mit was launched with 
one goal in mind. That 

goal is to empower regular citizens 
in Asia and the world to become 
profitable and smart investors. The 
summit gathers together all-star 
teams of speakers that have suc-
cessfully transformed thousands of 
regular people into savvy inves-
tors. Learn how to analyse and un-
derstand the trends of the business 
world and adapt to the shifting 
landscape of an unpredictable fi-
nancial ecosystem.
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BOSE AUDIO SUNGLASSES  

I
n a world of digitisation and IoT, 
even our sunglasses are being 
transformed Bose’s new audio 
sunglasses is a signal that lets us 
know the future is really here. 

While it protects our eyes from those harmful 
UV rays, it can also be used to play music, make 
and answer calls, and connect to Bluetooth. 
They can be pared with your other devices and 
are capable of accessing apps including Spotify, 
Skype or Google Maps. Bose has big plans for 
their sunglasses line, hoping to offer sunglasses 
that can connect to fitness and gaming apps too.

BY 
JORDAN

LOW

LIFEFUEL SMART NUTRITION BOTTLES    

T
hese smart nutrition bottles form a three-part system. These include the bottle itself, FuelPods and an app that tracks both 
hydration and nutrition. While the water bottle itself is ideal for anyone who is looking to consume less single-use plastic, 
the smart bottle is also packed with features to support health and hydration. The durable bottle holds up to three 
naturally flavoured FuelPods at a time, which can be used to create 90 customized beverages with flavours like peach, 
blackberry acai and lemon-lime. The pods are also packed with electrolytes and antioxidants to support the body and save 

people the time needed to scoop, shake and manually stir flavour into their on-the-go drinks.

AMPERE SIDE POCKET

T
he Ampere Side Pocket 
embodies both style and 
function. Not only does it offer 
its wearers a dedicated spot to 
keep their daily essentials, it 

offers the fantastic utility that all smartphone 
users desire. The accessory boasts over 30 
features including the ability to wirelessly 
charge devices thanks to a dedicated pocket 
that will also offer protection from damage. 
The accompanying 10,000mAh power bank 
will deliver multiple charges for a smartphone 
and ensure users are never left disconnected 
when traveling or commuting.
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VERTICAL FARMING    

V
ertical farming is a fairly new concept and is especially 
desirable in areas that are lacking in space and agriculture. 
It is particularly a good business to start in highly urbanised 
areas, where space is limited and there is a higher concen-
tration of demand for unique produce. The profitability of 

vertical farming depends entirely on smart planning. With correct 
allocation of resource and careful spending, even a small vertical farm 
can be very profitable. Raising produce that is rare for your location can 
also play a hand in increasing profit. Thanks to specialised technology, 
vertical farming can produce far more than traditional farming, making 
lack of space less of an issue.

LIFESABER SURVIVAL TOOL     

P
eople often say that the Swiss Army Knife is the quintessential survival tool that one should carry on any excursion. The 
LIFESABER survival tool takes it to another level. This emergency tool acts as a USB power generator to let users charge 
devices at all times and is also outfitted with a UV water purifier, plasma fire starter, light, siren and more. If you even 
need to hit the road for business or leisure, bringing along this tool will enable users to survive in harsh conditions and 
never be out of reach.  

MEAL KIT DELIVERY     

A
new and increasingly popular service with 
busy workers, meal kits help save time by 
providing healthy meals served in environ-
mentally friendly containers. While still in 
its infancy in Asia, the meal kit industry in 

the US has grown exponentially and is expected to reach 
US$10 billion in sales by 2020. Current meal kit 
businesses have customers select recipes online and meal 
kits with pre-chopped and measured ingredients are 
delivered to their homes on the chosen date/time, along 
with instructions for cooking and/or final preparation. 
Listed information such as calorie counts allows 
consumers to adhere to dietary requirements. 
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     020 is a year with much 

significance for many 
across the world. For 
one, it marks the end of 
the 2010s – a decade 
which saw change and 
disruption at a pace 
never seen before. If you 
asked someone on 1 
January 2010 to predict 
the decade ahead, 
certainly no one would 

have given an answer that would encompass the ups and 
downs that will herald 2020.

: 

ECONOMY
The storm clouds that gathered over the economy in 2019 
are looking even darker going into 2020. The US-China 
trade war, slumping exports, and slowing growth in key 
markets are dragging on optimism worldwide. 
       The American economy is currently in its longest 
expansion on record, but as the saying goes: what goes up, 
must come down. Economists are currently bracing for a 
recession that may be as bad, if not worse than the Great 
Recession of 2007-2008. In the Eurozone, many economies 
have yet to recover to pre-2007 growth rates. And with 
Brexit on the horizon, it will likely get worse as the British 
economy seeks to decouple from the EU.
       Asian economies were spared the worst of the last 
recession, but all indications are there that the next recession 
will hit the region hard. Slowing Chinese growth and intra-
regional tensions are exacerbating what could be a recession 
to remember. Closer to home, emerging economies are likely 
to power through a recession, but any currency-related issues 
(like the spark that caused the 1997 recession) could slow or 
halt growth. 
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       In response, central bankers are 
using ever more bizarre tools to keep 
the economy going. It is expected 
that looser monetary policy will 
be the norm going into 2020. One 
consequence of this is negative interest 
rates, where the benchmark deposit 
rate is below zero, punishing savers 
and rewarding borrowers. In Japan 
and throughout much of Europe, 
government bond yields are negative 
in an effort to get money flowing back 
into the economy.
       What does this mean for SMEs? 
Volatile stock markets and the gloomy 
economic outlook has them already 
tightening their belts in America and 
Europe. SMEs in the trade-heavy 
ASEAN region are particularly 
vulnerable to macroeconomic shocks, 
but government policy in supporting 
SMEs has seen positive feedback from 

them. Both Malaysia and Singapore’s expected 2020 Budget have SMEs as key pillars of 
business assistance from the Government.

: 

TECHNOLOGY
Technology has come a long way since 2010. The rise of smartphones, widespread fibre 
Internet, and improved computing power has created a paradigm shift in how we go 
about our daily lives.
       More and more of our life is now online. We can connect with friends, order 
groceries, call a cab, transfer money, and much more without leaving our smartphone 
screen. Millennials, who will make up the most important generational cohort in the 
years to come, are all virtually digital natives – comfortable with life on the Internet. 
       Hence, millennial employees’ growing openness to automation will incrementally 
drive changes that will ultimately impact everyone. As consumers, they are more likely 
to approve of AI-provided customer support, automated product recommendations, and 
even want AI to enhance their experience watching sports. Millennials and others will 
increasingly bring their consumer preferences for AI to work and expect that routine 
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2019 HAPPENINGS BY MONTH
JANUARY
January 1 – Smoking ban 
takes effect at all Malaysian 
restaurants, coffee shops and 
hawker stalls nationwide.

January 15 – The Singapore 
Personal Data Protection 
Commission (PDPC) 
fines IHiS S$750,000 and 
SingHealth S$250,000 
for not doing enough to 
safeguard personal data 
under the Personal Data 
Protection Act, making it the 
largest fine the PDPC ever 
imposed for data breaches.

MAY
May 10 – President Donald 
Trump announces punitive 
tariff rate of 25 percent on 
US$200 million worth of 
Chinese goods.

May 20 – Google suspends 
business relationship with 
Huawei. This event comes 
following the arrest of Meng 
Wanzhou by Canadian 
authorities at the request of 
the United States.

SEPTEMBER
September 23 – One of the 
largest and oldest travel 
firms, Thomas Cook, goes 
bankrupt as last-minute 
rescue negotiations fail, 
stranding 600,000 tourists 
worldwide.

September 27 – 500,000 
people march in a climate 
change protest led by activist 
Greta Thunberg and Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau in 
Montreal, Canada.

FEBRUARY
February 27 – The second 
North Korea–United States 
summit is held in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. It is the second 
summit between respective 
leaders Kim Jong-un and 
Donald Trump.

JUNE
June 7 – Theresa May 
resigns as Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom.

June 16 – Protesters take 
to the streets of Hong Kong 
against proposed legislation 
regarding extradition to 
China.

OCTOBER
October 21 – The 2019 
Canadian federal election 
takes place. Incumbent 
Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau and the Liberal 
Party win a narrow 
victory to form a minority 
government.

October 23 – Google 
announces that its 53-qubit 
‘Sycamore’ processor 
has achieved quantum 
supremacy.

MARCH
March 10 – Ethiopian 
Airlines Flight 302, a 
Boeing 737 MAX, crashes 
shortly after takeoff. All 
Boeing 737 MAX aircraft 
are subsequently grounded 
worldwide.

March 24 – The 2019 Thai 
general election takes place. 
Pheu Thai emerged as the 
largest party but was unable 
to form a government. 
Parliament eventually voted 
Prayut Chan-o-cha of the 
Palang Pracharath party to 
be Prime Minister.

JULY
July 1 – Japan announces 
the tightening of high-tech 
exports to South Korea, 
firing the first salvo of the 
Japan-Korea trade war.

July 24 – Boris Johnson 
becomes Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom after 
defeating Jeremy Hunt 
in a leadership contest, 
succeeding Theresa May.

NOVEMBER
November 13 – Public 
impeachment hearings 
against US President Donald 
Trump begin in the House of 
Representatives.

November 16 – The Tanjung 
Piai by-election is held in 
the state of Johor, Malaysia. 
Candidate Wee Jeck Seng 
of Barisan Nasional won, 
marking a string of wins for 
the Opposition.

APRIL
April 17 – The 2019 
Indonesian general election 
takes place. Incumbent 
Joko Widodo was declared 
victorious, with over 55 
percent of the vote.

April 30 – Japan’s Emperor 
Akihito abdicates, paving 
the way for Crown Prince 
Naruhito to succeed as 
Emperor.

AUGUST
August 7 – The Singapore 
Convention on Mediation 
comes into effect with 46 
countries ratifying it. States 
that have ratified the treaty 
will have to ensure that 
international commercial 
mediation agreements are 
enforced by their courts.

August 12 – Hong Kong 
International Airport is 
closed due to protests.

DECEMBER
December 12 – The 
Conservative Party led 
by Boris Johnson wins 
a majority in the United 
Kingdom's parliamentary 
elections.

December 17 – Malaysian 
Government to continue 
with Bandar Malaysia 
project despite concerns 
over housing and office glut.
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tasks can be automated. We’re already seeing this today, as a growing 
number of employees are using AI to sort and forward emails, proofread 
documents, schedule meetings, and build custom workflows. 
       On the customer front, the new trend of customer experience (CX) 
will necessitate the use of AI to complement the customer journey. 
Customers are individuals with similar needs: to feel important, listened 
to and respected. As a result, ‘empathetic AI’ is increasingly applied in 
advertising, customer service, and to measure how engaged a customer is 
in their journey. For example, are they attentively focused or just passively 
scrolling? Consumers are already benefitting from this trend, through 
music streaming services that suggest artists, songs or playlists based on 
listening history, or from digital vendors that suggest items of potential 
interest, based on past purchases.
       By 2020, the advances in computing power will make machine learning 
less of a novelty and moving towards commercial viability. As it proliferates 
under the hood of technology services everywhere, it will fade into near 
invisibility, even while making a huge impact. Technology services will 
increasingly anticipate your needs, whether they be related to expense 
reports, scheduling, or other processes. Eventually it will do all or a portion 
of certain tasks, with more accuracy and speed than a human being.

: 

SMALL BUSINESS TRENDS
For SMEs in 2020 and beyond, it’s important to note that technology and 
millennial trends will impact consumer behaviour beyond that of prevailing 
economic trends.
       For example, consumers have recently started to focus on user reviews 
of a product. With such information freely available on social media 
and review aggregators, information about a product’s features, user 
experience, advantages, and drawbacks can be shown to the world. It isn’t 
just about features or price anymore, it’s also about what other people 
have to say about a particular product. Users feel a lot more comfortable 
purchasing something that another individual has bought and tried. Many 
SMEs don’t have deep pockets when it comes to marketing efforts so it’s 
crucial to focus on user reviews. When real people advocate your brand 
online, your business and product become more trustworthy and can lead 
to increased sales.
       In addition, mobile-first employee communication is growing. 
Currently, millennials represent 50 percent of the workforce and are 
projected to represent 75 percent of the workforce by 2025. In order to 
boost employee communication, more businesses are shifting to using 
communication apps – doing so strengthens productivity, lifts engagement, 
reduces misunderstandings, and so much more. Remote work is also 
growing, as infrastructure and space can eat up costs. The aforementioned 
apps can also enable video conferencing, team messaging, forms or 
checklists and so on.
       In line with these developments, temporary working arrangements like 
co-working spaces and freelancers are expected to increase. Gig work is 
becoming popular because people like the flexibility and enjoy being their 
own boss – but questions over job security and pay still remain. 
       Lastly, sustainability has been a key issue in 2019. Millennials are 
becoming increasingly eco-conscious, and do not mind spending money 
for brands that show their green credentials. Consequently, companies 
of all types and sizes are gearing up their efforts in order to save energy, 
lower carbon dioxide, use sustainable materials more often and streamline 
packaging – and are not afraid to show it. Therefore, as an SME, you must 
help the customer understand exactly what an eco-friendly choice means 
for you and also for them. 
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O
ur modern 
diet relies 
heavily on a 
highly 
complex web 
of agriculture 
holdings. 
From small 
subsistence 

farms to large multinational 
corporations, farmers’ products are sold 
fresh in local markets, but also across 
the world through sophisticated and 
modern value chains. Beyond their 
traditional role of providing humankind 
with food, farmers are important 
custodians of the natural environment 
and have become producers of 
renewable energy.
       However, a growing population and 
increasing affluence mean a growing 
demand for agricultural products. 
The OECD predicts that such demand 
will grow by 15 percent across the 
decade ending 2028. The way in which 
this demand is met will determine 
the sector’s impact on the natural 
resource base, notably land, water, and 
biodiversity. Rising food production 
also comes with higher greenhouse gas 
emissions, with nearly one quarter of 
all emissions coming from agriculture, 
forestry and land use change. 
Unsurprisingly, there are now mounting 
pressures on agriculture to reduce its 
carbon footprint, and to help mitigate 
climate change.
       At the same time, roughly two 
billion people across the world derive 
their livelihoods from agriculture. The 
sector is also a lynchpin of Southeast 
Asia’s economy, with countries like 
Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, and 
Indonesia earning a significant chunk of 
export income via agriculture. ASEAN 
is home to two of the world’s largest rice 
exporters (Thailand and Vietnam) and 
has amongst it the top three exporting 
countries for pineapples, bananas, 
mango, sugar crops, coffee, cashew nuts 
and cassava. It is also a top producer 
and exporter of palm oil, coconut, and 
rubber as well as a major producer and 
exporter of seafood.
       With rising incomes, a shift in 
diet will result, especially in the 
Southeast Asia and Greater China 
region. These higher incomes will 
result in greater demand for meat in 
the region, with meat consumption 
rising by 5 kg per capita in China and 
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people to the sector. Many graduates who enter farming programs face a great deal 
of debt once they are done with their studies. In the meantime, the average age of 
farmers across Asia is around 60 years old. Farmers want to work closely with young 
people to the mutual benefit of both parties and think about their own retirement. 
Thus, helping young people discover how rewarding agriculture can be is essential. 

GROWING FOR THE FUTURE
Future developments for the agriculture sector are closely tied to the increasing 
use of technology. Just as technology has transformed many areas of the economy, 
it will also have an impact on the world of farming. Farmers are increasingly rising 
to the challenge of technology and discovering new ways to use it to work for them. 
For example, a farmer can now use many types of apps to monitor crops each day. 
Autonomous vehicles can also do repetitive tasks over relatively obstacle-free farmland.
       Agricultural drones are also another innovation where they are easy to use 
for data gathering purposes. These are also drones that can respond well even in 
the event of changing weather conditions. With the advent of Big Data, extremely 
localized weather data can also be offered. Now farmers can have even more detailed 
predictions about the state of the local weather in their area. This helps them 
determine what should be planted in any given timeframe as well as if crops should 
be harvested if weather conditions are about to change in their area.
       Lightweight graphene is also being used to provide even more data about field and 
soil conditions in any given area. This kind of “plant tattoo” can help scientists and 
farmers work together to decide how best to use soils as well as breed better plants 
with higher yields and increased hardiness, even under less than ideal conditions.
       Future energy demands will also impact what farmers choose to grow. As 
uncertainty lingers over geopolitics and crude oil prices, biofuels are increasingly 
playing a part in the energy mix. In 2018, global biofuel production increased in major 
producing regions like the United States and Brazil. While crude oil prices in 2018 
increased, ethanol and biodiesel prices decreased due to ample supply. However, 
demand for biofuels has been sustained by obligatory blending and by growing global 
total fuel demand due to continued low energy prices.
       Hence, the outlook for the agriculture sector looks good – provided farmers 
utilise the technology available to maximise yields and increase productivity. 
Agriculture is not going to go anywhere, but by riding on global demand as well 
as technological innovation, farms can grow sustainably and make important 
contributions to the economy. 

4 kg per capita in Southeast Asia over 
the medium term, as predicted by the 
OECD. This expansion will be largely 
concentrated in greater poultry and 
pork consumption, the two meats most 
widely consumed in those regions. Beef 
consumption in China is also expected 
to rise in per capita terms by 0.5 kg per 
capita over the next decade, bringing 
average consumption to 4 kg per capita, 
slightly increasing the share of beef in 
total meat consumption.
       Associated with this growth will be 
the growth in demand for feed. In 2016-
18, approximately 1.7 billion tonnes of 
agricultural commodities were used as 
livestock feed (mainly corn and other 
cereals, and protein meals derived from 
oilseeds). The demand for feed is mainly 
driven by the demand for products of 
animal origin (eggs, meat, dairy and 
fish), which determines the production 
level of the livestock and aquaculture 
sector. As livestock sectors evolve from 
traditional or backyard production 
systems to commercialised production, 
feeding intensity rises and the overall 
demand for feed will grow. 

CHALLENGES FOR THE INDUSTRY
The needs of a growing and more 
affluent global population for food and 
raw materials will drive the demand 
for agricultural commodities over the 
next few years. Global utilisation is 
expected to be shaped in particular 
by population-driven food demand in 
India, the Middle East, and Sub-Saharan 
Africa. There will also be income-driven 
demand for higher value and more 
processed foods in emerging economies 
and changing consumption patterns 
resulting from a steadily increasing 
health, environmental and sustainability 
awareness in advanced economies. 
Moreover, the economic growth 
assumptions are subject to an additional 
element of uncertainty, especially in 
view of the recent revisions pointing to 
an overall economic slowdown.
       Furthermore, in high-income 
countries, growing awareness of health 
and sustainability issues is increasingly 
shaping consumer decisions. This effect 
has contributed to several trends in food 
such as environmental concerns over 
palm oil, as well as the growing organic 
food trend in Western markets. Health 
concerns will also drive the demand for 
poultry and seafood over red meat like 
beef and lamb. 
       Another issue that remains at the 
forefront of efforts to make agriculture 
continue to pay off is attracting new 
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into account that almost 800 million 
people are undernourished.
       Furthermore, a combination 
of excessive calorie consumption, 
unbalanced diets and declining 
activity levels imply a growing burden 
of overweight and obesity in various 
countries across the world. In many 
low and middle-income countries, these 
problems coexist with undernourishment 
and micronutrient deficiencies, resulting 
in a “triple burden” of malnutrition.
       Hence, innovation in agriculture 

W
e depend on 
agriculture to keep 
us fed and in good 
health. But 
according to the UN 
Food and 
Agriculture 
Organization, the 

growth rates of agricultural production 
and crop yields have slowed the past few 
years, and while that may be attributed 
the declining food needs of a declining 
global population, it should also be taken 
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for the future of healthy living 
in Asia is important. With Asia 
supporting the food needs of 60 
percent of the global population 
in roughly 23 percent of the 
world’s agricultural land, and 
with volatile climate changes, land 
constraints due to urbanisation, 
and a growing population coming 
into play, Asia needs technology to 
sustain agricultural growth.

THE AGRITECH REVOLUTION
Agricultural technology, or 
agritech for short, aims to improve 
yield, efficiency, and profitability 
in agriculture, horticulture, 
and aquaculture. In the past, 
agriculture was seen as a staid, 
rural-based business – but with 
the advent of technology, it is now 
a sector with good potential for 
growth.
       In addition, agricultural 
practices in much of Asia are 
mainly manual and mainly 
experience-based rather than 
scientifically-proven. Despite 
sometimes high costs and risks, 
farmers’ efforts do not always 
result in high yield; or that the 
yield could potentially be much 
higher. For example, smallholder 
farmers in the central highland 
area of Vietnam faced severe 
water shortages in 2016. Nearly 
170,000 hectares of crops had 
been affected by the drought, of 
which 7,100 ha were left fallow, 
while more than 95,000 ha were 
deficient in irrigation. 
       Vietnam-based startup 
MimosaTEK uses the principle 
of precision agriculture which 
aims to help farmers to operate 
sustainably by optimizing yield 
while cutting cost and reducing 
risks. MimosaTEK provides farm 
management solutions for both 
smallholder farmers and large 
agricultural companies in different 
parts of Vietnam. It also provides 
solutions for different crops. For 
instance, the company’s solutions 
are applied for short-day plants 
such as vegetables and perennial 
plants like black pepper, maca, 
and citrus trees. 
       MimosaTEK’s technology 
addresses the excessive usage of 

MIMOSATEK

M
imosaTEK’s founder Nguyen Khac 
Minh Tri entered the agriculture 
field after 10 years in the IT 
industry. Minh Tri was inspired to 

start MimosaTEK in 2014, after starting a 
strawberry farm in Dalat, Vietnam. He 
realised the difficulties that farmers faced 
when he saw that farmers often did things 
based on experience in their farming 
activities instead of scientific data.

CITYFARM

J
ohanson Chew, Jayden Koay, Low 
Cheng Yang and Looi Choon Beng 
started CityFarm in 2016 with an 
indoor controlled environment 

vertical show farm (450 sqf) that is capable of 
producing 2000 heads of lettuce every month. 
CityFarm is currently supplying lettuce to 
cafés in its neighbourhood, while doing a 
brisk business selling starter hydroponics kits 
and associated paraphernalia. 

water in farming practice, which affect plant health and drains the limited groundwater. 
An Internet of Things platform for precision agriculture in Vietnam, the solution monitors 
and analyses data on farms by sensors (to measure soil moisture, rain, wind, light) to 
recommend to farmers a precise irrigation schedule in real-time. The user can further 
activate their irrigation system or other equipment in their greenhouses automatically via 
the mobile application anytime and from anywhere.

URBAN AGRICULTURE
With increasing population growth and urbanisation, the sustainability of farming land is 
an ongoing concern. The use of pesticides, agriculture runoff, and the clearing of forest for 
growing land is spurring the question of whether farming can be made more efficient in 
smaller spaces.
       Thus, there is an increasing trend of urban farming. In addition, due to concerns over 
food independence, many urban dwellers are turning to farming as a pastime as well as 
an additional source of food. With this in mind, Malaysia-based CityFarm started with the 
objective to inspire more people to become city farmers with the ability to grow locally 
from anywhere for a more sustainable future of food production.
       CityFarm Malaysia also serves as a one-stop-centre to kick start the farming journey, 
supplying parts such as piping and products such as fertiliser and germination sponge. 
Using the hydroponics method, vegetables like lettuce, kale, tomatoes, and herbs can be 
grown in confined spaces without soil. CityFarm provides a starter kit called City Window 
Farm, a basic hydroponic starter pack which is all in one box. It only needs water and 
sunlight to grow, for example next to an apartment window.
       With this, the CityFarm team hopes to minimise the environmental impact of 
agriculture while encouraging people to grow their own food. The team also organises 
classes, training, exhibitions and talks in public and in schools to expand the awareness of 
urban farming.
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W
hile the discipline of pharmacy has been around 
for decades, pharmaceuticals itself is a relatively 
new to health sciences. Pharmacy has been 
around since ancient times, taking the form of 
healers and physicians. 
       Modern pharmaceuticals on the other 
hand can trace their origins to the 1800s, when 
apothecaries moved into wholesale production 
of drugs such as morphine, quinine, and 

strychnine. This was soon followed by dye and chemical companies who 
began establishing research labs when they discovered that their products 
had medical applications.
       The pharmaceutical industry has evolved greatly in such a short time 
span. Today, it is involved in the discovery, development, production, and 
marketing of pharmaceutical drugs for use in medication or administered 
to patients. Originally, there would be minimal contact between 
pharmacists and patients. However, pharmacists of today work closely 
and interact with patients to determine the cause of their illness and to 
help administer the appropriate aid.
       The industry itself has been subjected to its own fair share of 
controversy. As a result, they are now subject to a variety of laws and 
regulations that govern, patenting, testing, safety, efficacy, and marketing 
of drugs.
       The pharmaceutical industry has since grown to become a 
humongous, multi-billion dollar industry. More and more people are 
living longer, leading to more medical problems and issues that require 
attention. This fuels the industry which develops new research and 
products to address the problem. The result is a global pharmaceuticals 
market that has reached US$1.2 trillion in 2018 alone, up US$100 billion 
from 2017. Going forward, the global market will grow by 4-5 per cent 
CAGR, reaching US$1.5 trillion (based on invoice pricing) by 2023.
       One of the common complaints that the average person might hear 
about is the cost of healthcare. While the industrialisation and research of 
pharmaceutical drugs did contribute the rising costs of medical treatment 
in the 21st century; one cannot argue that the industry helped to improve 
the overall health of human beings around the world.
       In this edition of SME, we will be taking a look into the life and 
success of one of the world’s largest names in the pharmaceutical 
industry, Sun Piaoyang, chairman of Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine.

STARTING OUT
There is no fantastical rags-to-riches story here. Sun Piaoyang was just the 
average joe who made the most out of his circumstances to rise to the top. 
Born in 1958, Lianyungang, China, Sun was a bright student who was 
always eager to learn new things. He absorbed knowledge like a sponge. 
He would eventually graduate from the China Pharmaceutical University 
and went on to obtain a doctorate from Nanjing University. He was 
fortunate enough to be able to afford a good education and he made sure 
to put it to full use, to great success.

COMPILED 
BY 

JORDAN 
LOW

THE QUEST TO HEAL 
CANCER
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       Sun has been continuing as the chairman and director of 
Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co. Limited from 2003 onward. By 
June 2014, the company had won approval from the US Food and 
Drug Administration. Additionally, it had won the approval of the 
US firm Sagent Pharmaceuticals for the sale of an injectable drug 
called ‘oxaliplatin’ to treat advanced colon cancer.

ACHIEVEMENTS
As China’s renown pharmaceutical magnate, Sun certainly likes 
to aim high. He has continued to increase his net worth through 
his company’s accomplishments. Currently, he owns a stake of 
22 per cent in Jiangsu Medicine, whose drugs for cancer and 
tumour treatment has ranked at number one in terms of sales 
in China in the last seven years. Apart from cancer treatment 
drugs, Jiangsu Medicine has also made a name for itself for the 
sale of its infection drugs and pain killers.
       The company has also developed its own research 
division, becoming one of the leading R&D centres for 
surgical medicine and antineoplastics in China. According to 
Forbes, the company’s revenue for the first half of 2011 was 
recorded high by 16 per cent to US$339 million. Net profit in 
that period rose to $US73 million which was 20 percent high.
       Hengrui Medicine also has a tradition of investing 10 
per cent of its annual turnover into R&D and has constituted 
innovation systems with clinical centres in New Jersey, 
Shanghai, Chengdu, and Lianyungang. The company also has 
close ties to the development of Apatinib, a class 1.1 medication 
that treats late gastric cancer, giving hope to patients who are 
suffering from the final stages of gastric cancer. 

PERSONAL LIFE
Unsurprisingly, Sun likes to keep himself updated with the 
advances in the field of medical research. As previously 
mentioned, a good portion of his fortune is contributed to 
research efforts and initiatives in order to give back to the world 
and to help bring more smiles to faces the world over.
       He is married to Zhong Huijuan, another heavy hitter in 
the world of pharmaceuticals, and they have only one child. 
Zhong is a former chemistry teacher who founded Hansoh 
Pharmaceutical Group, China’s largest maker of psychotropic 
drugs. She is Asia’s wealthiest self-made woman, even 
surpassing her husband in wealth in mid-2019. It goes without 
saying that the couple is not wanting in money and gives their 
philanthropic efforts that much more meaning.
       Apart from this, the couple have not revealed much about 
their personal lives. Regardless, one cannot question the clout 
and influence that these two have built up for themselves. They 
are without a doubt, pillars of the pharmaceutical industry whose 
contributions have shaped the sector into what it is today. 

       Even to this day, despite his phenomenal success 
in business, Sun remains an adamant believer in 
the potential of academics. He has many research 
publications in national and international journals 
of repute. He has had a hand in the invention and 
innovation of many different kinds of medicines, organic 
derivatives, and clinical procedures.

EARLY CAREER
Soon after receiving his doctorate, Sun began to work 
at the state-run Lianyungang Pharmaceutical Factory. 
The factory itself was able to gain a reputation for itself, 
eventually becoming recognized as Jiangsu Hengrui 
Medicine. At the age of 32, Sun Piaoyang became the head 
of this small company having a meager profit of about 
US$13,000. Through perseverance and determination, 
Jiansu Hengrui Medicine, under Sun’s leadership, was 
able to successfully go public in 2000 by getting listed on 
the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
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I
n recent 
years, more 
and more 
people have 
become 
aware of 
what’s 
happening 
to our 

planet. Industrial activity has degraded 
nature to a point where many citizens 
are taking action and voicing out 
their concerns. Social media has 
accelerated the spread of such concern, 
leading to an outpouring of emotion 
against business and its impact on the 
environment.
       Thus, consumers are increasingly 
buying products from companies who 
include sustainable practices in their 
repertory (or at least claim to). With 
all of the various sustainability factors 
and evolving trends in play, companies 
need to understand whether and how 
these broader sentiments play out for 
their specific brand and consumer 
profile. For example, who are the 
consumers you have yet to reach? 
Does your product have a sustainable 
attribute – and could leveraging 
sustainability claims on product 
packaging present a new market 
opportunity?
       As big corporations move forward 
with sustainability initiatives to save 
energy, improve efficiency and build 
sustainable supply chains, small and 
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 
are following suit. They no longer 
dismiss sustainability as merely good 
intentions, but as a key business driver 
and strategic differentiator for brands. 

SUSTAINABILITY SELLS
Understanding how and why 
sustainability claims are gaining 

momentum across product 
categories is critical to 

understanding how, when and 
why consumers prioritise 

sustainable options.
       It’s clear that consumers 

are voting with their dollars 
– against unsustainable 

brands. The legacy 
companies that will 

thrive are those that 
accept this shift 
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aligning their purchasing behaviour 
with their personal beliefs. And by 
definition, sustainability aims to 
promote healthy, viable, and equitable 
produce – values which millennials 
are increasingly aligned to.

SMEs AND SUSTAINABILITY
SME participation in the transition 
to more sustainable patterns of 
production and consumption is 
crucial for the greening of economic 
development. Although the individual 
environmental footprint of small 
businesses may be low, their aggregate 
impacts can, in some sectors, exceed 
that of large companies. Reducing 
the environmental impact of SMEs 
by achieving and going beyond 
environmental compliance with 
existing rules and regulations in 
both manufacturing and services, is 
a key factor for success in the green 

growth. These brands speak to 
consumers’ interest in aligning 
their shopping with their values: 
Hellmann’s uses 100 percent cage-free 
eggs in its US products, for example. 
Small brands in this space are also 
attracting the bigger players’ attention 
– Unilever has purchased brands 
with loyal followings such as Seventh 
Generation, Sundial Brands, and 
Pukka Herbs.
       For millennials, who are 
projected to account for 50 percent 
of spending by 2025, two key 
trends are driving growth alongside 
sustainability: transparency and 
health. For transparency specifically, 
consumers want transparency around 
sustainability, processing claims (eg 
organic) and ingredients. Interest 
in each of these areas varies among 
consumers, however, the overall trend 
shows that shoppers are increasingly 

and are willing to pivot, such as 
PepsiCo and Unilever. Notably, those 
two companies are doing so despite 
the strident objections of investors 
who criticized Indra Nooyi and Paul 
Polman, the former CEOs of PepsiCo 
and Unilever, respectively, for moving 
away from their traditional brands. 
Brands that are not making the 
pivot will lose – Kraft Heinz, whose 
investors have encouraged a cost-
cutting approach that is backfiring, 
is a case in point. Given the evidence 
that consumer tastes are changing, an 
attitude of “Why mess with a recipe 
that has worked well over the last 40 
years?” is the wrong one to take.
       Some of the necessary 
transformation can be accomplished 
by reinventing legacy products, 
as Unilever has shown with its 
“sustainable living” brands, now 
delivering 70 percent of its turnover 



transformation. This is particularly 
urgent for SMEs in the manufacturing 
sector, which accounts for a large 
part of the world’s consumption of 
resources, air and water pollution and 
generation of waste
       The green transition also opens 
up business opportunities for SMEs as 
important suppliers of green goods and 
services. In many OECD countries, 
innovative SMEs play a pivotal role 
in the eco-industry and clean-tech 
markets. For instance, in the United 
Kingdom and Finland, SMEs represent 
respectively over 90 percent and 70 
percent of clean technology businesses. 
SMEs are especially well positioned 
to seize opportunities of greener 
supply chains in local clean tech 
markets, which may be unattractive 
or impenetrable for large global firms, 
including in emerging economies and 
low-income countries. Furthermore, 

small “green entrepreneurs”, driven 
by financial profit combined with 
environmental consciousness, can 
drive a bottom-up transformation 
and job creation, by developing new 
business models and pioneering green 
business practices that influence mass 
markets and eventually are adopted by 
the wider business community.
       However, the willingness 
and capability of SMEs to adopt 
sustainable practices and seize green 
business opportunities often face 
size-related resource constraints, skill 
deficits and knowledge limitations. 
Environmentally sustainable 
improvements in SMEs are often 
held back by perceived technical 
complexities, burdens and costs, 
as well as lack of awareness about 
financially attractive opportunities. 
Furthermore, a lack of appropriate 
skills and expertise often prevents 

SMEs from acting upon win-
win opportunities, and resource 
constraints often lead to SMEs to 
be more risk-averse and less willing 
to invest in new technologies than 
larger firms.
       Thus, having a conversation on 
sustainability with SMEs is often 
challenging. Faced with practical 
everyday challenges surrounding 
revenue growth, operational 
management and resource constraints, 
sustainability appears to be a luxury 
that SMEs cannot afford, a high-profile 
public relations campaign suitable only 
for the big boys in the market. Yet, 
are SMEs at risk when they decide to 
shelf the sustainability discussion? The 
simple answer to that, is yes.
       To remain economically viable, 
SMEs therefore need to have a 
good grasp of how environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) issues 
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directly impact them. They also need 
to consider how ESG issues impact 
their investors, customers, business 
partners and employees. Effective 
stakeholder management on ESG 
priorities and concerns can result in 
both risk management and bountiful 
opportunities for SMEs.
       The financial markets have 
been responding to the global call 
for sustainable development. Assets 
under management by signatories 
to the United Nations Principles of 
Responsible Investing (UN PRI) grew 
from less than US$5 trillion in 2006 
to nearly US$100 trillion in 2017. In a 
2017 UN PRI report, it was observed 
that investors and credit rating 
agencies (CRAs) are ramping up efforts 
to consider ESG factors in credit risk 
analysis. CRAs and investors most 
frequently cite governance as the ESG 
factor that is likely to directly impact 
creditworthiness.
       On the customer front, thanks 
to the rise of block chain and social 
media, customers now have more 
visibility over business practices. They 
also have more platforms to engage 
with companies and make their views 
known publicly. A 2015 Nielsen Global 
Corporate Sustainability Report which 
polled over 30,000 consumers from 
60 countries found that 66 percent of 
global consumers were willing to pay 
more for sustainable brands, an 11 
percent increase from 2014.

PRACTICAL STEPS
So what can SMEs do to become 
more sustainable? For one, it needs 
to be driven by top management. The 
successful navigation of developments 
that can impact the long-term economic 
viability of the company requires a 
clear holistic business strategy that 
goes beyond economic considerations 
to include ESG management. A strong 
tone from the top on the importance 
of sustainability, coupled with suitable 
key performance indicators that 
focus beyond short-term profitability, 
will drive positive company-wide 
behaviours.
       Both government and business-
support professionals realise that 
efficiency savings are the most 
common trigger for deliberate 
sustainable business practices among 
SMEs. Because SMEs’ use of inputs, 
especially energy, is rarely optimal, 
SMEs can get quick gains through 

increased efficiency. For this first contact with sustainable business practices 
and reporting to be successful, returns will usually need to be demonstrable 
within fairly short intervals – a maximum of three years – in order to fit with 
the planning cycle of owner-managers, and truly reflect small businesses’ cost 
of capital.
       Hence, sustainability can result in direct cost savings for SMEs looking 
to operate lean. Low-hanging fruits include having in place a system that 
reduces energy, water and waste consumption. All this reduces carbon and 
utilities at zero cost, and can deliver substantial financial benefits. 
       Furthermore, government grants are available for SMEs to go green. 
SMEs can also take advantage of the many funding schemes in place to 
assist SMEs in their endeavours to engage in green projects and improve 
their return on investments. These include initiatives by the Singaporean 
Building and Construction Authority to provide funding assistance for 
SMEs to improve the greenery at their premises, as well as the Energy 
Efficiency Fund which supports businesses in identifying, and undertaking 
energy efficient retrofits.
       SMEs need to realise that sustainability is not an overnight change. 
Rather, it is a journey that can be taken in incremental steps. And it needs 
to be done now – if the state of our planet is any indication. But small 
actions can make a big difference – SMEs can collectively make a change if 
businesses work together towards sustainability. 
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et’s take 
a moment 
to dissect 
the career 
buzzword of 
the century 
– ‘entrepre-
neurship’. 
Every other 

person wants to be an entrepreneur 
or claims to be one. Start-ups pursue 
billion dollar valuations, but as it often 
happens, not many are able to pull the 
mythical ‘unicorn’ out of a hat. In fact, 
the majority are better at pulling the 
‘disappearing act’.
       Thus, I couldn’t help but ponder, 
‘what is true entrepreneurship and 
innovation’? Having once been an 
accidental entrepreneur myself, I 
know that it’s not all smoke and 
mirrors in a magic show. An inflight 
movie on entrepreneurship answered 
my question. (And no, it wasn’t The 
Social Network.)

THE PAD MAN
The movie was about Arunachalam 
Muruganantham, an impoverished 
man from Tamil Nadu, India, with no 
formal education and a lowly salary. It 
chronicles his journey as an accidental 
entrepreneur which started with 
wanting to solve one simple problem: 
making sure the women in his family 
had access to affordable sanitary pads. 
       While the movie may have been 
romanticised and embellished in some 
ways, Arunachalam’s story of how he 
became the famous “Pad Man” imbues 
simple lessons that strike the true core 
of what entrepreneurship is and what 
drives innovation.

FIX A PROBLEM
Most people have an innate instinct 
to shun problems. Trying to solve 
them takes a lot of time, and there’s 
no guarantee of payoff. By contrast, 
entrepreneurs and innovators actively 
seek problems out. When they see a 
problem, they see an opportunity. They 
would ask ‘How can I fix this?’
       I’ve always believed that questions 
are far more important than answers 
because questions set you on a journey 
of curiosity, testing, discovery and 

learning. Answers, without further 
questions, are a killer of knowledge.

PASSION WITHOUT 
ACTION IS A BURDEN
People love to tout and shout about 
their passions. I call them ‘passion 
fruits’ – full of flesh and seeds; there’s 
so much potential for fruition. There 
are many ‘passion fruits’ out there, 
but whether one rots away with time 
or becomes a tree full of potential 
harvest, time will reveal.
       If you have a business goal or 
personal dream that you truly believe 
in but don’t do anything about, 
then that passion is nothing but an 
unfulfilled emotion that will burden 
you instead of driving you.

SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS 
AND INNOVATORS ARE NOT 
MADE IN R&D LABS
Companies spend billions in R&D to 
create the best products or solutions. 
But that’s not where successful 
entrepreneurs are made. ‘Pad Man’ 
didn’t have millions of dollars to 
develop his product, but what he did 
have was T&F – the school of ‘Try 
& Fail’.
       It wasn’t just his product that 
improved. Perhaps more importantly, 
he gradually became a better 
entrepreneur. With every failure, 
he learned a lesson about aspects of 
product creation or marketing, and 
became grittier. Despite a series of 
devastating setbacks – being left by his 
wife and mother, ostracised and chased 
out of his village, and losing money the 
whole way, he never gave up. 

MAKING MILLIONS IS NOT ABOUT 
MAKING MILLIONS HAPPY
Every start-up seems to have the 
ultimate goal of reaching a billion 
dollar valuation.  Some are inflating 
their worth more than others.  There’s 
nothing wrong with that. After all, 
every company needs cash flow to 
keep daily operations running and 
investors smiling. However, making 
millions or billions of dollars doesn’t 
always mean you’re making millions of 
people happy.
       That’s what made Arunachalam 

Muruganantham stand out for me. 
He understood and embraced that 
simple rule.
       A businessman is someone 
who wants to make billions; an 
entrepreneur and innovator is 
someone who wants to help billions. 
When you focus on winning hearts by 
changing lives, the money will more 
often than not naturally follow.

REAL DISRUPTIONS
‘Disruption’ has been another 
buzzword thrown around, often 
with little substance behind it. These 
days, everything in new tech seems 
to be ‘disruptive’. A new generation 
of iPhones with super retina lens 
is not disruptive. A new online 
marketplace to buy and sell used 
products is not disruptive.
       No new innovation or technology 
is disruptive on its own. Only when 
it changes and disrupts mindsets, 
lifestyles and habits can it truly earn 
that title.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
IS NOT EXCLUSIVE
Many people still think that to be a 
successful entrepreneur, you need 
millions in capital to start, or that you 
need to have attended an Ivy League 
or a top notch business school. There 
is a certain ‘qualification’ or academic 
pedigree that has come to be associated 
with, and define, entrepreneurship. 
       Entrepreneurship and innovation 
is not and should not be exclusive to 
certain backgrounds or demographics. 
The story of the Pad Man has doubly 
proved that entrepreneurship and 
innovation can come from anywhere 
and anyone. 
       Ultimately, true entrepreneurship 
and innovation is not about making 
billions and chasing fame. At its 
heart, it is about solving problems and 
inspiring others to do the same. 

L

CHERYL GUZMAN NG IS GLOBAL HEAD OF MARKETING 
AND BRAND STRATEGY FOR VISENZE.
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MYRIDE
M

yRide Group is a Malaysian company that not 
only offers car washing services. They also offer 
full vehicle care packages, from washing, to 
waxing, to detailing. Starting out as a 360 car 

detailing service in 2007, the company has since grown 
into a local powerhouse. In 2014, they began offering 
their autowash services
       They pride themselves in the speed and efficiency 
of their autowashing machinery. Other services include 
internal vacuuming, aqua waxing, hard waxing, and a 
whole suite of luxury polishing fit for premium cars. With 
Malaysia’s premium car ownership rising steadily every 
year, MyRide has adapted to offer some of the best car 
care options.
       With over 10 years of experience within the car care 
industry, MyRide is equipped to offer franchisors their 
full support in finding store locations and setup. They 
have created a model proven to create profitability via HR 
management, sales systems, and marketing template and 
materials. Their universal marketing scheme also ensures 
that all marketing campaigns will benefit all franchisors 
as well. Their HQ will also provide technical training and 
machinery technical support to ensure smooth operation 
of services. For more franchising information, you can 
contact MyRide via their group website.

C
ar washing might not seem like a 
worthwhile investment at first glance. 
However, the shifting norms and habits of 
society that has been brought about by 
technology and business is making the 
industry more profitable with every year 
that passes. 

Cities and communities throughout the world are urbanising 
at an accelerating rate. More business is being conducted and 
people are finding themselves with less and less time. As a 
result, more vehicles are being purchased to save the time and 
hassle of utilising public transportation. This combined with the 
increasing popularity of ride hailing and delivery applications, 
there are more vehicles on the road than ever.
       The lack of time together with the increase in vehicles 
translates to golden opportunities for car wash services. With a 
wide range of packages and options, a car wash franchise can 
easily cater to the needs of any customer. As cars are often seen 
as vanity items, car wash businesses can get away with offering 
expensive treatments for vehicles, such as anti-rain coatings or 
extra high quality waxing. For those who want a more practical 
solution, the service can offer a basic car wash for a few dollars.
       As countries throughout the world continue to urbanise, 
it is unlikely that the car wash industry will run out of 
business anytime soon. Some are even looking to implement 
technologies such as AI and automation into their services, 
providing faster and more convenient cleaning options. 
       Owning a car wash business in a prime location will almost 
guarantee a lucrative success as there will always be people 
looking for someone to pamper their vehicles.
       In this edition of SME Magazine, we will be taking a look 
at some of the popular car wash services that are available to 
franchise in Southeast Asia.

BY 
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SPEED CAR WASH
S

peed Car Wash is a concept developed by Liv 
India to organise the car cleaning industry by 
giving a new definition of car care and detailing 
services that are not professionally followed in 

India. The company is based in Delhi and endeavours to 
spread awareness amongst car users about the clean car 
culture and car hygiene.
       What sets it apart from the competition is its 
mechanised car cleaning concept where the latest and 
greatest of cleaning equipment is utilised; including high-
pressure cleaning machines, spray injection and extraction 
machines, high powered vacuum cleaners, steam cleaners 
and so on.
       Franchisors can expect to become familiar with the 
use of modern integrated technologies as well as the art 
of expertise. Speed Car Wash provides the most modern 
solutions for car wash and detailing, utilising the most 
powerful tools available. Much emphasis is placed on 
sustainability, with fully biodegradable products and water 
saving systems. 
       Speed Car Wash franchises are easy to operate and 
requires less overall manpower and investment. With 
quick ROI and high demand, obtaining loans or financial 
services are also fairly easy and painless. More information 
can be obtained upon request via their website. 

NICEDAY! CARWASH
A

well-known name throughout Cebu, NiceDay! 
Carwash offers a full range of carwash and 
detailing services. We offer the basic carwash, 
vacuum, under wash, seat cover removal and 

installation, car interior dressing and etc.
       NiceDay! Offers professional services are pride 
themselves for their eye for detail, refusing to put on 
sloppy job no matter how basic the service requested is. 
The company is run by passionate people, providing fast 
and efficient cleaning since 2002. Not only is quality 
their top priority, they also never rest on learning new 
techniques and tools to improve their service to our 
loyal customers. Their annual trainings help keep their 
team updated with the latest tech and innovations.
       For a modest investment, franchisors will learn 
all the aspects of how to operate a successful car wash 
business. NiceDay! offers a practical business education 
with the carwash at its centre. The company is seeking 
individuals with the willingness to work hands-on to 
grow the business to its full potential and the financial 
capability to ensure the new business hits the ground 
running. For as low as Php 735,000 initial investment, 
assistance provided includes construction costs, 
franchise fee, training and equipment. Their Quick-Start 
Franchise Package can be as low as Php 395,000.
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       Pakistan’s economy remains largely agrarian, with 
agriculture accounting for one-fifth of output and two-fifths of 
employment. On the other hand, textiles and apparel account for 
more than half of Pakistan’s export earnings. The government 
is utilising this as a launchpad to strengthen and diversify its 
industrial base. In an effort to boost investment, Pakistan and 
China are implementing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) with US$60 billion in investments targeted towards 
energy and other infrastructure projects. The CPEC is part of 
the Belt and Road initiative by China to link Europe and Asia by 
land and sea.

PAKISTANI TRADE WITH SOUTHEAST ASIA
Although Southeast Asia is not a traditional trading partner 
with Pakistan, the country is seeking to diversify its list of trade 
partners and allies. With its free trade policy and economic 
strength, Southeast Asian nations are seen as a natural, albeit 
unconventional fit with Pakistan’s producers.
       Pakistan is the 68th largest export economy in the world 

T
he Indus Valley civilization, one of the oldest in 
the world and dating back at least 5,000 years, 
spread over much of what is presently Pakistan. 
Descendants of this civilisation gradually 
embraced Islam, culminating in the Mughal 
Empire which flourished in the 16th and 17th 

century. Subsequent British dominion over the area brought it 
into the modern era.
       Unresolved differences over independence led Pakistan to 
separate from India during Partition in 1947. Since then, Pakistan 
has pursued its own path of economic development, cooperating 
with its neighbours China and India. 
       Decades of internal political disputes and low levels of 
foreign investment have led to underdevelopment in Pakistan. 
Nevertheless, with a large English-speaking population, Pakistan 
has made progress in recent years in both security and energy, 
while lifting investment restrictions for foreign investors. Like its 
neighbours in South Asia, Pakistan is rapidly urbanising with a 
young population, much of which is under the age of 25.

PAKISTANBY 
ONG XIANG
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   TRADE      

Official Name: Islamic Republic of Pakistan (Jamhuryat Islami Pakistan)  Population: 207,862,518 (July 2018 est.)  Capital: Islamabad  Major Languages: Urdu (official), English (official, lingua 
franca of Pakistani business and most government ministries), other languages like Punjabi and Sindhi widely spoken  Currency: Pakistani rupee (PKR)  Major Industries: textiles and apparel, 
food processing, pharmaceuticals, surgical instruments, construction materials, paper products, fertilizer, shrimp  Major Export Commodities: textiles (garments, bed linen, cotton cloth, yarn), 

rice, leather goods, sporting goods, chemicals, manufactures, surgical instruments, carpets and rugs  Major Export Partners: United States, United Kingdom, China, Germany, Afghanistan, United Arab Emirates, Spain  
Major Import Commodities: petroleum, petroleum products, machinery, plastics, transportation equipment, edible oils, paper and paperboard, iron and steel, tea  Major Import Partners: China, United Arab Emirates, 
United States, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia  GDP: US$1.061 trillion (2017 est.)  GDP Per Capita: US$5,400 (2017 est.)  Country code top-level domain: .pk
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and the 98th most complex 
economy according to the 
Economic Complexity Index 
(ECI) published by the MIT’s 
Observatory of Economic 
Complexity. In 2017, Pakistan 
exported US$24.8 billion 
worth of goods and imported 
US$55.6 billion, resulting in 
a negative trade balance of 
US$30.9 billion.
       Presently, the trade 
balance is in favour of 
Southeast Asian markets. 
For example, Malaysia has 
a free trade agreement with 
Pakistan, but the trade surplus 
is US$1 billion, with Malaysian 
exports of US$1 billion, 
against Pakistani imports 
of US$166.5 million (as of 
2017). Similarly, Singapore’s 
exports to Pakistan amounted 
to US$969.29 million while its 
imports from Pakistan totalled 
US$69.19 million, resulting in 
a trade surplus of US$900.10 
million (as of 2017).
       However, the trade 
potential between Pakistan 
and Southeast Asia has got 
much more potential. Major 
Southeast Asian exports to 
Pakistan include electronics, 
machinery, organic 
chemicals, and plastics. 
Meanwhile, major imports 
from Pakistan are foodstuffs, 
textiles, fertilizers, and 
pharmaceuticals. 
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has been enabled by advanced 
sensor technology. Technological 
progress has allowed more and more 
sensors to be manufactured on a 
microscopic scale as microsensors 
using MEMS technology. In most 
cases, a microsensor can achieve a 
significantly faster measurement time 
and higher sensitivity compared with 
macroscopic approaches.
       Furthermore, an increasingly 
competitive global market-place 
has demonstrated the high cost 
of “inspecting-in” quality (i.e., 
the cost to assess the quality 
of the product after it has 
been manufactured and then 
“fix” or remake those parts 

 

M
any people 
think 
electronic 
sensors are 
newfangled 
pieces of 
high-tech 
equipment, 
but such 
sensors 

have been around since the dawn of 
electricity when voltage needed to be 
regulated. In the broadest definition, a 
sensor is a device, module, machine, 
or subsystem whose purpose is to 
detect events or changes in its 
environment and send the information 
to other electronics.
       We interact with such sensors 
on a daily basis. For example, when 
we press a button to call a lift, a 
sensor detects when the button is 
pressed, and so does the necessary 
commands. When we stand near an 
automatic door, a sensor (either an IR 
sensor mounted above the door, or a 
weight-sensitive sensor in the ground) 
instructs the electronics to open the 
door automatically.
       And of course, sensors are used 
everywhere in industry. High-speed 
optical sensors can detect defects 
in picked fruits prior to packing. 
Manufacturing processes that involve 
toxic or hazardous substances rely 
on sensors to keep going. Hence, to a 
significant extent, manufacturing has 
been in the forefront of incorporating 
advanced sensor technology. 
       The current revolution in 
computer-integrated manufacturing 

that do not meet the required 
quality level). Consequently, 
quality must be an integral 
element of the manufacturing 
process, necessitating that the 
process be under control, either 
through constant monitoring 
using appropriate sensors or 
by withdrawing the product 
for inspection at intermediate 
manufacturing stages. In many 
instances today, manufacturing 
process sensors are the limiting 
capability that defines the best 
possible product performance 
and reliability.
       Sensors when combined with 
Internet connectivity has given 
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that IoT is going to have a huge 
impact on the market. Worldwide 
management consulting firm, 
McKinsey & Company’s own research 
suggests that IoT applications will 
be a US$11 trillion market by 2025. 
Global research firm, Gartner also 
predicts that there will be at least 25 
billion connected devices by 2021.
       Vinay Solanki, Head of IoT 
at Lenovo APAC, stated in an 
interview that there are many 
challenges that must be overcome 
to fully realize the potential of 
IoT. However, he identified four 
main issues that will be the most 
difficult to handle. The first of these 
is the managing of all the devices 

rise to what many are calling the 
Internet of Things, or IoT. When 
combined further with AI and 
automation, IoT is the linchpin of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution, which 
promises a great leap forward in 
productivity. Thus, broadly speaking, 
IoT is a system of interrelated 
computing devices, mechanical and 
digital machines, objects, animals or 
people that are provided with unique 
identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to 
transfer data over a network without 
requiring human-to-human or human-
to-computer interaction.

REALISING THE POTENTIAL OF IoT
Experts and analysts are predicting 

when upscaling. These include the 
production, delivery, maintenance, 
and support of all devices being 
utilized, which can easily be in the 
thousands; depending on how much 
expansion a business 
is experiencing.
       The second challenge, according 
to Solanki, is the quality of devices. 
Durability is one of the key attributes 
here when it comes to quality. 
Devices must be optimized to 
work in difficult environment. This 
same durability has to apply to IoT 
as well.  Device quality also plays 
into device obsolescence. As we 
all know, technology is advancing 
at a rapid pace. In just the past 



       The final big challenge is the 
issue of security. Almost all business 
revolves around data now. There 
is so much data being generated. 
Security and privacy has become a 
premium, especially with the future 
of interconnectivity looming just 
around the corner.
       For SMEs looking to implement 
IoT into their businesses, the 
motivation for such a choice is 
usually to reduce the costs within 
their business processes, to improve 
efficiency, or to create anew business 
or product line. Many SMEs, as 
Solanki explains, are unwilling to 
invest a huge amount upfront if they 
are unsure of the value they will gain 
from it. 
       Solanki explains that one of 
Lenovo’s solutions to solving these 
four issues is to offer IoT as a service. 
Service providers would take care 
of all the issues above, including 

decade alone, device features in 
B2B as well as consumer goods have 
essentially doubled, even tripled 
in some instances with regards to 
functionality. Service providers have 
to offer an IoT platform and deliver 
it to consumers in a smoother way to 
avoid fast obsolescence. 
       The third challenge would 
be customer application. Taking 
connectivity as an example, there 
are currently numerous competing 
standards. There is 4G, 5G, 
narrowband IoT, WiFi, etc. With so 
many connectivity options, which 
is the best one for a particular 
application? Some will use one 
solution while others might use 
another. This creates incompatible 
standards due to applications being 
highly customized to fit the needs of 
the user. As a result, others might not 
find said application to be helpful for 
their own needs.

managing of devices, device quality, 
and device obsolescence, leaving 
consumers with the simpler option 
of choosing whether to utilize the 
service or not.
       Many SMEs have already 
realized that the adoption of IoT 
technology can be highly beneficial 
to them. However, it is not as easy 
to determine if they are well-placed 
to adopt the technology in the first 
place. To adopt IoT, a business needs 
to have some scale of maturity in 
their current processes. As mentioned 
before, SMEs tend to have highly 
specialized or customized devices 
and systems in place, which can make 
IoT implementation more difficult 
than a standardized system. It will 
certainly take to before we can say 
that SMEs will be fully ready to adopt 
IoT as standard, but at this point, we 
can almost certainly say it will happen 
sooner or later. 
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Sue Barrett is a sales expert, 
writer, business speaker and 

adviser, facilitator, sales 
coach, training provider and 

entrepreneur. Sue founded 
Barrett in 1995 to positively 

transform the culture, 
capability and continuous 

learning of leaders, teams and 
businesses by developing sales 

driven organisations that are 
equipped for the 21st Century. 

status, power, control, influence, 
etc. And it is true, your title can 
denote this. Your title could help 
or hinder you in terms of getting in 
front of the right people. However, 
whilst a title can set up a certain 
initial perception, the truth will be 
revealed in how you behave.
       In reality, it shouldn’t matter 
what you are called, if you are 
able to present as a professional 
sales and business person who 
can sort things out and make 
decisions (rather than defaulting 
to your manager all the time) you 
will earn the respect and trust of 
your clients. Your title will not save 
you in the long run. Someone can 
have the grandest title and still 
behave like a fool, so don’t confuse 
packaging with substance.

BUSINESS CARDS So what should 
you have on your business cards, 
LinkedIn header, signature 
blocks, etc.? It does help to have 
something to make it easier for 
others to know what you are 
responsible for. My advice is: be 
clear, be straight forward. If you 
are worried about your title, the 
most neutral titles for most sales 
roles are Business Development 
Manager, Account Manager, and 
Sales Executive. They say what you 
do and are familiar to most people.
       We also suggest you steer clear 
of some of the more outlandish 
titles on offer like ‘Happiness Engi-
neer’, or an ‘Excellence Technician’ 
when you are in customer service. 
Or ‘Life Expectancy Investigator’ 
for life insurance sales or ‘Sales 
Ninja’ for any sales role. Or ‘Mas-
ter Handshaker’, ‘Solutions Facilita-
tor’ or ‘Actions and Repercussions 
Adviser’ or ‘Pre-need Counsellor’.
       One ‘wise’ person suggested 
your title should reflect your 
personality – no it shouldn’t. Can 
you imagine larger companies 
with teams of salespeople roaming 
the streets with titles that reflect 
their personalities? Let’s not even 
go there. Your job title is about 
making it easy for other people to 
understand what you do so you 
can build trust and credibility. The 
titles mentioned above don’t help. 
They are faddish at best.
       Don’t get confused about 
what title you should have – select 
the one that works best for your 
market and clearly describes what 
you do. And be proud that you are 
in sales.
       Remember everybody lives by 
selling something. 

W hat is the correct title for 
a salesperson’s role? 
What should I call myself?

This is a contentious issue… And a 
question we get asked frequently.
       The answer will depend on 
why you are asking the question. 
Are you asking because:
  You think the title ‘sales

representative’ doesn’t ad-
equately describe what you do.

  You think ‘salesperson’ or ‘sales
representative’ doesn’t 
represent or position you in 
the best light as a professional 
business person to your clients, 
etc. even though your role 
involves selling?

All of these questions are valid 
and can present problems if not 
properly addressed. 

SALES ROLE TITLES – THEIR 
RELEVANCE AND SUITABILITY
It is true that not all sales roles 
are built the same. There are a 
range of sales roles that fall under 
the title of ‘sales’; however, they 
vary in levels of sophistication, job 
function and perception by our 
clients and key stakeholders. Let’s 
look at the standard range of sales 
job titles and functions on offer:
  Sales Representative, Sales

Executive, Sales Consultant, 
Sales Associate

  Direct Salesperson
  New Business Development

Manager, Business 
Development Manager

  Technical Sales Representative
(insert medical, scientific, etc. in place of Technical)

  Sales Engineer, Technical Manager,
  Relationship Manager, Consultant, Client Relationship Manager
  Territory Manager, Territory Account Manager
  Account Manager, Key Account Manager, Strategic Account Manager,

Major Account Manager
		 Chief	Sales	Officer	(often	referring	to	the	CEO)

Technically, all of these roles can and should be responsible for business 
development whether they are prospecting in new and/or existing 
accounts – large or small. None of these roles should be passive in 
nature – even if they are inbound roles they can be proactive in terms 
of growing sales, servicing and retaining customers, etc. All people in 
these roles should be able to apply ethical solutions sales processes and 
operate from a customer centric philosophy.

THE POWER OF PERCEPTION Confusion about sales role titles still occurs 
in business every day. Personally, I don’t care what you call yourself, it 
is what you do and achieve that is important. But many salespeople and 
their clients care about what they are called.
       Interestingly, what people call themselves can influence their 
behaviour. If you call yourself a consultant or relationship manager, when 
you are truly a salesperson, you could forget that your main responsibility 
is generating new business opportunities and making sales. We see this 
time and time again in businesses where there is major role confusion 
because the function of selling is not made explicit in any form – it is just 
assumed. Don’t fool yourself or your team, if you are a manager, and if 
selling is a key part of your role, make sure that it is front and centre of 
all your endeavours.
       Also, given the historically hierarchical nature of business, your job 
title can denote status, as mentioned previously. Many clients, especially 
B2B clients, like to feel that they are dealing with a person who has 
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE     WITH MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

I
would like to share a 
process that I use almost 
every day.  It is incredibly 

practical and efficient!  I find that it 
does a wonderful job of keeping 
what is most important to me ‘in 
my head’.   I am amazed at how 
well it works!
       Every day I challenge myself 
by answering 32 questions that 
represent behavior that I know 
is important, but is often easy to 
neglect.  There is nothing magical 
about ‘32’.  Just use the number 
that works for you.
       Each question is put on an 
Excel spreadsheet and is answered 
with a ‘yes’ (use a 1 on the 
spreadsheet) and ‘no’ (use a 0) or a 
number.  This exercise moves very 
quickly!
       In my case, I pay a person to 
call me every day.  She just listens 
to me read my questions and 
provide my answers.
       One person asked me, “Why 
do pay someone to call you every 
day, just to listen to you read 
questions that you wrote and 
provide answers that you wrote.  
Don’t you know the theory about 
how to change behavior?”
       I replied, “I wrote the theory.  
That’s why I pay someone to call 
me.  I know how difficult this is to 
do one my own.”
       By way of example, I will share 
some of the questions that I use 
for myself. Please remember my 
questions reflect my values, and 
might not work for you.
       I now begin with six ‘active 
questions’ that have been proven 
(in my research involving over 
2,500 people) to lead to higher 
satisfaction with life.  You will 
note that each question begins 
with, “Did I do my best to…”

Did I do my best to…:
  Set clear goals?
  Make progress toward goal 

  achievement?
  Be happy?
  Find meaning?
  Build positive relationships?
  Be fully engaged?

The good thing about beginning 
these questions with “Did I do 
my best to…” is that it is almost 
impossible to blame someone else 
for my failure.  No one can be 
responsible for “Did I do my best 
to…” but me!
       In terms of the happiness 
question, my philosophy of life is 
simple: Be happy now. I have a 

understand your own values and 
how you live or don’t live them 
on a daily basis. If you really have 
courage, have someone listen to 
your answers every day. You might 
be as amazed at the results as I 
have been! 

great life—wonderful wife and kids, good health, don’t have to work, 
love my job and don’t have a boss. If I weren’t happy today, someone 
screwed up—that would be me!
       In spite of all my blessings, I can still sometimes get caught up in 
day-to-day stress, forget how lucky I am and act like an idiot. It helps to 
get a daily reminder of the importance of happiness and gratitude.
       Another question that I ask myself is, “How many minutes did you 
spend writing?” This is harder for me. I am an extrovert who loves 
teaching, coaching and just being with people. It is sometimes hard for 
me to sit by myself and write.
       Some of my questions are about health, such as “How many sit-ups 
did you do?” (This works. Today I did 120 sit-ups at once. Not bad for a 
66-year-old guy!)
       Disciplined follow-up is the key to the success of my teaching and 
coaching. One question is “With how many clients are you current on 
your follow-up?”
       My relationship questions include, “Did you say or do something 
nice for your wife? Your son? Your daughter?” I am certainly not a 
perfect husband or dad, but this process helps me get better.
       Why does this process work so well?
For one, it forces us to confront how we actually live our values every 
day. We either believe that something matters or we don’t. If we believe 
it, we can put it on the list and do it! If we really don’t want to do it, we 
can face reality and quit kidding ourselves.
       Imagine a person was going to call you every day and listen to you 
answer questions about your life. What questions would you want to ask 
yourself, every day?  In the past several months, I have had more than 
100,000 participants in my training programs write their own questions. 
The results are very revealing and sometimes even profound.
       Try it out. Write the questions that you should ask yourself 
every day. Even the process of writing questions will help you better 
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software companies. He is also 
the co-founder of TechStars. 
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plenty and fail at some while declaring victory on others. However, I’m 
not going to focus on outcomes.
       Instead, I’m embracing the moment. Every moment. Simply being 
in the moment. Being present with whomever I’m with or whatever I’m 
doing. But that’s not a goal. I know I’ll drift – regularly – just like my 
mind does when I meditate.
       And that’s fine because I’ve learned that when my mind 

drifts during meditation, I 
acknowledge it and simply begin 
again by bringing my focus back 
to the breath.
       As I embark on my mid-50s, 
my mantra is Simply Begin 
Again. 

I
turned 54 today. I’ve 
always marked the start 
of a new year on my 

birthday rather than January 1st. 
As part of my birthday tradition, I 
write myself a letter about my 
upcoming year. I started posting 
these publicly when I was 51 and 
they serve as a nice reminder of 
where I was at v52 (focusing on 
what I want to do) and v53 
(exploring what I want to be).
       I established a daily 
meditation practice during v53 
after many years of fake meditation 
and several years of reactional 
meditation. I used to believe 
that my running was equivalent 
to meditation, which I’ve since 
discovered was completely 
incorrect. During v48, I learned 
how to meditate, but ended up 
only doing it when I was stressed, 
anxious, or depressed. After 192 
days in a row in v53, meditation is 
now a real daily practice, first thing 
in the morning, every morning.
       For v54, I’ve decided to have 
no goals. Sure, I’ll do a lot of 
things. I expect that I’ll accomplish 
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Ron Kaufman is the 
world’s leading educator 
and motivator for upgrading 
customer service and uplifting 
service culture. He is author 
of the bestselling “UP! Your 
Service” books and founder of 
UP! Your Service. 

O
ne of the keys to 
Achieving Superior 
Service and building a 

service culture is leveraging the 
building block of “Service 
Communication”.
       Uplifting service providers 
seek to make each perception 
point a positive experience 
for customers, clients and 
colleagues. Many of these points 
involve communications: what 
prospects, customers, colleagues, 
and partners experience as a 
result of what has been heard, 
read, or said.
       How your words and images 
shape the perception someone 
has of you, or your business, 
is tremendously important. 
In fact, as claimed by Peter 
Drucker, “60 percent of all 
business problems result from 
faulty communication.” How 
wonderful would it be if you to 
avoid or minimize 60 percent 
your business problems! One 
way to do this is to make sure 
your communications are clear, 
effective and memorable.
       Creating positive, 
memorable communications 
can be easy. A model called the 
4Cs of Truth in Communication 
stands for Comprehension, 
Connection, Credibility and 
Contagiousness. This was used 
widely in the advertising industry 
where I spent many years before 
joining Uplifting Service. I 
believe this model has incredible 
value for anyone striving to 
improve service performance 
or to differentiate based on a 
culture of superior service.

THE FIRST C:  COMPREHENSION
Does your audience easily 
understand main message or 

passes from one person to another. 
You can make your messages 
contagious with especially clear, 
clever or curious messages, images 
and formats. People love to talk, 
and they will talk enthusiastically 
about you when your messages are 
new, different, and memorable. Or 
when they include an uplifting call 
to action.
       The perception points in 
your service communications 
are everywhere: in your website, 
literature, social networking, 
physical environment, product 
information, packaging, policies, 
even in the design and messaging 
of your purchase receipts, office 
directions and employment 
applications. Everywhere you 
communicate you have the chance 
to be creative, be unique, be 
memorable. 

idea? What is being instantly communicated by your communication?

THE SECOND C:  CONNECTION
You know your message makes a connection when it triggers an 
emotional response for your customer. This only happens when a 
message resonates with meaning and significance for others. When 
people say “Now I get it!” then you know you’ve got it.

THE THIRD C:  CREDIBILITY
Your audience needs to believe what is being said and how it is 
being said. Credibility is the most important “C”. Your audience may 
understand your message, and even connect with your message on 
emotionally level, but if they do not believe the message is credible it will 
make no positive lasting impact.

THE FOURTH C:  CONTAGIOUSNESS
Word of mouth is the best advertising, accumulating credibility as it 

ACHIEVE
DESIGN

We are a full-�edged learning 
development company that 
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products and courseware 
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AskGaryVee     GARY VAYNERCHUK

I ’ve been really hot on 
TikTok recently. 
       At the time of writing 

this article, I believe that TikTok 
and LinkedIn are two of the best 
platforms for people to go from 
zero audience to actually having 
one because of the ridiculously 
high organic reach. 
       I’m getting emails and DMs 
from people who are literally 
joining TikTok and getting 
thousands of views on their first 
piece of content – the attention 
that’s available right now is just 
that high. 
       But I’ve been hearing from 
some people who ask things like 
“what if TikTok dies”? “Is it just a 
fad?” “What if I spend time putting 
in work and it goes away?”  “What 
if it goes away like Vine?”
       The truth is, it really doesn’t 
matter if TikTok is around in 6, 9, 
12, or 24 months – that’s not the 
point. I don’t care if it’s gone in 
a year.

Here’s why:

YOU GET STILL GET THE BRAND 
VALUE It doesn’t matter if a 
platform goes away because if 
you attack it when it’s hot, you 
still get the BRAND value. And 
when you get brand value, people 
will find you even when that 
platform goes away. 

       That’s why we still know who Tila Tequila and Dane Cook are 
today – they built enormous brand value back in the heyday of MySpace. 
P. Diddy still trades on the equity he got during MTV’s heyday from 
crushing it back then.
       Many of the biggest stars on Snapchat, Instagram, and YouTube 
popped on Vine first – like King Bach and Logan Paul.
       Let’s not forget that I built my brand on Twitter initially when I 
was building Wine Library. Eventually, those people followed me on 
other social platforms even as Twitter went down a little bit in attention 
over time. 

Here’s the punchline:

This is a combination of 1) attacking the current platform while it’s 
hot, and 2) not shitting on newer platforms as they get more and more 
attention. 
       People either don’t attack a platform hard enough, or they wait until 
a platform proves that it’s “established.”  Many actors and actresses in 
Hollywood who didn’t want to go on Instagram a few years ago realize 
that they made a mistake now.
       A good way to balance this is the “79/21” rule.
In other words, spend 79% of your time on the platforms that bring 
you the most value (right now, that’s mostly Instagram for me) while 
spending 21% of your time building on other platforms (LinkedIn, 
TikTok, Twitter, and other things are in my 21%).
       Over time, platforms will transition from your “21%” into your 
“79%” – and when that happens, you’ll be ready. 

THE LEARNINGS WILL TRANSLATE  Even if a platform goes away after a few 
months or a year, the learnings translate to whatever comes next.
Before Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter, I had accounts on SocialCam 
and DailyBooth. 

       SocialCam was a mobile app 
where people could capture and 
share videos online and on mobile. 
On SocialCam, I learned how to cre-
ate vertical video content and the dy-
namics around it. I deployed those 
learnings on Vine. Then, I took all 
of those learnings and used them to 
crush on Snapchat, and then com-
pletely dominate on Instagram. 
       If you asked me why I dominat-
ed Instagram over the past couple 
of years, I’d say it’s because of the 
things I learned on SocialCam that 
helped me become a great creator 
of IGTV videos. And right now, the 
reason I’m doing well on TikTok is 
because I did well on Vine.
       The thought of making videos 
on your mobile phone was really 
new back in the SocialCam / 
DailyBooth days. The first time I 
did a selfie video was on SocialCam. 
The first time I took a selfie was 
on DailyBooth. But those learnings 
are still helping me today with the 
channels that matter now.
       So it doesn’t matter if it’s going 
to be around or not. Striking a 
platform while it’s hot matters way 
more than if that platform is around 
in a decade. 



T he last few years it seems 
that each time it snows, 
even a little, they cancel 

school. Are school officials 
convinced that parents and bus 
drivers will put kids' safety in 
jeopardy because snow is falling? 
They weren't worried about such 
things when I was growing up and 
back then, we didn't have 
cell-phones, all-wheel drive, 
anti-lock brakes, traction control, 
all-weather radials, blind spot 
warning, collision warning or lane 
assist! Winter drivers are better 
equipped to deal with snow than 
at any time in history so cancelling 
school every time it snows doesn't 
make any sense.
       Another thing that doesn't 
make any sense is the "Negotiate" 
step I see in the sales processes of 
most companies. Why is it there? 
Why are we negotiating? What 
are we negotiating? How are we 
negotiating? The only thing that's 
clear is when we are negotiating 
and apparently, it occurs just 
prior to closing. Like cancelling 
school when it snows, it doesn't 
make any sense.
       If we begin with the concept 
of why we are negotiating, it 
might answer the what and how 
questions too. If our salespeople 
are thoroughly qualifying, and 
they get their prospects to agree 
to share their budget, agree to a 
dollar amount or range, or better 
yet, that they'll spend more to do 
business with us, we should never 
have to negotiate prices, fees or 
cost. Is that step in most sales pro-
cesses? It sure as sh*t should be!
       So if we shouldn't be 
negotiating the price, are 
we negotiating terms? In my 
experience, when salespeople 
qualifying properly, only terms 

see the data on the 21 Sales 
Competencies and how you and 
your salespeople compare here,
       Instead of negotiating, your 
salespeople should be mastering 
selling value. Selling value 
completely neutralizes the need 
for negotiating and while fewer 
than 50 percent of all salespeople 
have the Value Seller competency 
as a strength, that's a lot better 
than the percentage of salespeople 
who can negotiate.
       Stop telling your salespeople 
to negotiate and get them the 
training and coaching they need 
to effectively sell value. The most 
successful negotiation is one that 
never occurs. 

Dave Kurlan is a best-selling 
author, top-rated speaker and 
thought leader on sales devel-
opment.  He is the founder and 
CEO of Objective Management 
Group, Inc., the industry
leader in sales assessments 
and sales force evaluations, 
and the CEO of David Kurlan 
& Associates, Inc., a consulting 
firm specialising in sales  
force development. 
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need to sometimes be negotiated. In the normal world, sellers set 
their terms; not buyers. But in Bizarro sales world buyers (at most big 
companies) try to bully sellers into agreeing to their ridiculous terms. 
       This week, one company said that their terms are Net 75. I said, 
"I'm sorry, but we can't solve your problem and be your bank. Our terms 
are due on receipt of invoice and it's non-negotiable." 
       They said, "Oh, OK."
I could have said, "If you can get us 50% on receipt of invoice, we'll 
let you pay the balance net 30. Would that have been a negotiation? 
Of course it would. But it would be the exception, not the rule, and it 
wouldn't require a negotiation step in the sales process!
       The existence of a step in the sales process requires that we must 
always execute this step. The belief that we must negotiate price, terms, 
deliverables or anything else puts salespeople in a situation where they 
are expected to sacrifice profitability. And companies wonder why their 
margins are being squeezed.
       According to data from Objective Management Group's (OMG) 
evaluations and assessments of 1,927,086 salespeople, only 13 percent 
of all salespeople have the Negotiator competency as a strength. Only 
13 percent!! If you force your salespeople to negotiate, most of them 
will give away the farm! OMG measures 21 Sales Core Competencies 
and while the Negotiator competency isn't one of the 21, you can 
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SUPPLY CHAIN PROFITABILITY     WITH ROY STRAUSS

Roy Strauss, president 
of The Strauss Consulting 

Group, LLC www.scg4u.com 
has been helping companies 

increase their profitability and 
competitive edge by improv-

ing customer service while 
reducing costs since 1983. SCG 

has expertise in all aspects of 
supply chain including space/
layout, software, automation, 
equipment, staffing as well as 

the complete design and imple-
mentation of distribution and 

manufacturing centers.

therefore want to ship as much as possible from the old facility.
       Often vendors will allow you to purchase product for a move 
with extended payment terms just for the move to allow you to have 
key items shipped to the new facility so they ready for manufacturing 
and/or picking in the new facility even before the move begins. This 
is very important because if unforeseen problems occur during the 
move you will still be able to ship key items despite them. Note: only 
buy extra stock of fastest selling items so you don’t get stuck with slow 
moving items over-stock later on. Benefits will include: not worrying 
about having your best items ready to ship should there be any move 
difficulties; move less of the items you stock the most units of; and the 
extended terms will eliminate the cost to do so. Additionally normal 

receipts can be diverted to the 
new facility as one gets closer to 
the move date as long as there is 
sufficient stock in the old facility 
to satisfy orders until move time.
       In conventional inventory 
models, many companies plan for 
2 month’s inventory supply for 
product obtained from domestic 
and local sources and 3 month’s 
inventory supply for product 
obtained by import so one can 
also do numerous “pre-moves” 
before the actual moving date and 
startup of the new facility. This 
can be done on a priority and time 
basis. As mentioned before, it is 
essential to have all “A” movers or 
fastest moving product in picking 
locations for startup in the new 
facility. Starting with “A” movers, 
if one calculates how much stock 
is required in the old facility 
to satisfy customer orders on a 
sliding scale for each week before 
the move one can plan numerous 
pre-moves to the new facility 
without effecting customer service.
       Some companies move 
product that will soon be outdated 
or obsolete. If one calculates the 
cost to move these items and all 
other costs related to storing them 
in the future vs. the potential 
profit from their sale, it is often 
cheaper not to move them. If the 
potential profit is slightly more 
than the cost, is it worth slowing 
the move for them and risking a 
late opening of the new facility? 
Ideally one can return these items 
to the vendor; sell them on sale; 
donate them to charity; or worst 
case throw them out (they will not 
be saleable), but don’t let them 
add to your overall costs and move 
time. The same can be said for 
obsolete or very old equipment 
or supplies that are not in future 
plans as well. 

W
hen moving a 
distribution or 
manufacturing center to 

a new location, one can 
significantly reduce moving and 
other associated costs. The less 
product, materials, supplies, 
equipment, and raw materials 
moved, the lower the time and 
total cost of the move will be. 
Ideally, one can sell and ship as 
many units as possible from the 
old facility so that product will 
not have to be moved to the new 
one. It may even pay to have a 
“pre move sale” especially for 
most costly items to move such as 
very heavy items, large items, or 
those requiring special handling 
during the move. As you get 
closer to the move date you will 

w w w . h r a s i a m e d i a . c o m

A DECADE OF 
EXCELLENCE
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ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY     WITH JIM STOVALL

Jim Stovall has been a 
national champion Olympic 
weightlifter, president of 
an Emmy Award-winning 
television network, and a 
highly sought after author 
and platform speaker. He was 
chosen as an International 
Humanitarian of the Year, 
joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy 
Reagan, and Mother Teresa as 
recipients of this honour.

R ecently, in much of the 
business and success 
literature, I’ve noticed a 

trend toward using the terms 
manager and leader 
interchangeably. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. If you’re 
going to succeed, it’s important 
that you understand whether 
you’re a leader or a manger. If you 
are an entrepreneur, it’s quite 
likely there are times you perform 
both roles.
       A manager is concerned 
with doing things right while 
a leader is concerned with 
doing the right things. Many 
organizations have failed 
because they were launched 
and grown by a leader who 
would never turn the operation 
over to a manger. On the other 
hand, there are organizations 
that suffer from having a 
manager fill a leadership role. 
Managers are concerned 
with keeping everything 
running well while leaders 
are concerned with finding 
new things to run. Managers 
are focused on today and 
tomorrow while leaders are 
concerned with the next year 
and the next decade.
       Too often, creative 
entrepreneurs can get caught up 
in running their business, and 
before they know it, their business 
is running them. It is easy to 
confuse working in your business 
with working on your business. 
Every leader needs to spend some 
quality time outside the day-to-

day operations to take the lid off their imagination and let all the 
possibilities present themselves.
       A good manager can be just as valuable as a good leader, but 
they are not interchangeable. Managers are often reactive. They 
handle everything that comes along throughout the day. Leaders 
are proactive. They make things happen and create opportunities.
       My friend and colleague, Steve Forbes, is in the habit of 
managing his business from his office, but when he leads his 
organization, he often goes downstairs to a library his late 
father, Malcolm Forbes, kept in the building. Often, sabbaticals, 
vacations, or even weekends can be used by leaders to get away 
from the trees and consider the entire forest. I’m reminded of 
a submarine in which one person may be looking through a 
periscope a few hundred yards ahead while another person is 
looking at the radar which provides a picture of everything for 
miles around.
       If you only manage, you will never grow any bigger than you 
are, but if you only lead, you may lose what you’ve already got.
As you go through your day today, understand leadership and 
management, and make sure you have both areas covered.
Today’s the day! 
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ysterious and 
beguiling, the 
name Lahore 
conjures 
images of the 
exotic amidst 
art and history. 

While modern Lahore is a 
thoroughly modern city, you do 
not have to look far to find the 
tradition and culture lurking just 
beneath the surface. 
       Lahore’s origins lie shrouded 

in the mists of antiquity. Legend 
has it that it was founded about 
4,000 years ago by Prince Lava, 
son of Rama – hero of the 
Sanskrit epic Ramayana. An 
ancient city, Lahore has been the 
cultural centre of northern India 
for close to two millennia. 
       Located on the main trade 
route from Europe to India, 
Lahore was mentioned by Tang 
dynasty monk Xuanzang in his 
chronicles on his trip to India. 

BY 
ONG XIANG

HONG

   BUSINESS TRAVEL      

Fort on the foundations of a 
previous fort and enclosed the city 
within a red brick wall boasting 
12 gates. Jahangir and Shah Jahan 
built more palaces and gardens, 
while Aurangzeb gave Lahore 
its most famous monument, the 
Badshahi Masjid (Royal Mosque).
       Its cultural riches have also 
attracted conquerors of every 
stripe, including the Ghaznavids, 
Afsharids, Sikhs, and most 
recently the British. As Mughal 

The city has also consequently at-
tracted some of the region’s great-
est thinkers, writers, and mystics 
– contributing to its cultural 
cache. Lahore reached the zenith 
of its glory under the Mughal 
Empire from 1524 to 1752. 
       The Mughals, who were 
famous as builders, gave Lahore 
some of its finest architectural 
monuments, many of which are 
still extant today. For example, 
Akbar built the massive Lahore 

M

LAHORE: 
GATEWAY 

TO THE 
PUNJAB
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power dwindled in the 18th 
century, invasions sapped at its 
glory, with descriptions of La-
hore as “a melancholy picture 
of fallen splendour”. The Brit-
ish, recognising the strategic 
location of Lahore, restored 
its glory with a Mughal-Gothic 
style, building wide boule-
vards, shaded gardens, and 
white colonial bungalows.
       Latterly, as the cultural 
capital of Pakistan and the 
Punjab, Lahore is widely 
considered to be a liberal and 
friendly city. Lahore still exerts 
a powerful cultural influence 
over the area as a major centre 
for Pakistan’s literary scene 

SEE AND DO

and publishing industry. The 
city is also home to Lollywood, 
Pakistan’s film industry which 
produces the majority of Urdu 
and Punjabi cinema.
       With such a rich history, 
there is a saying that in every 
Lahori exists the soul of a Mughal 
prince or princess. Friendly 
and sociable, there is a cultural 
and intellectual undercurrent to 
Lahore that is unique to South 
Asia, and every visitor is welcome 
to partake in it.

GETTING IN Allama Iqbal 
International Airport (IATA: 
LHE) is the main international 
gateway to Lahore. The airport 

City, the station links most 
major cities in Pakistan including 
Karachi, Islamabad, Rawal-
pindi, Peshawar, and Faisalabad. 
Internationally, the Samjhauta 
Express (Friendship Express) 
runs twice a week to Amritsar, 
across the border in India.

GETTING AROUND Lahore is a 
huge, sprawling metropolis. The 
default method of transportation 
is the auto-rickshaw – especially 
in the narrow, chaotic streets of 
old Lahore. For longer distances, 
taxis are also available. Ride-
sharing apps like Uber and local 
counterpart Careem also operate 
in Lahore.

is a major hub for Pakistan 
International Airlines, with 
flights daily to other Asian 
destinations and the Middle 
East, with onward connections 
to Europe and North America. 
       Allama Iqbal is located 
about 30 minutes from the city 
centre. Currently, taxis and 
shuttles are the best way to get 
from the city to the airport. The 
proposed Lahore Metro will 
eventually link the airport to the 
city, which is scheduled to be 
completed in 2020.
       Alternatively, Lahore Junc-
tion railway station is the main 
hub for rail services in the city. 
Built just outside the old Walled 

BADSHAHI MOSQUE In its time, the Badshahi Mosque was the 
largest mosque in the world. Built by the greatest Mughal sultan, 
Aurangzeb, it is a symbol of imperial power and prestige. Now an 
iconic landmark of Lahore, it remains a functioning mosque, so 
visitors need to wear appropriate clothing and remove their shoes 
before entering.

FAKIR KHANA MUSEUM This private museum is housed in a 
small mansion, which contains the treasures of the Fakir family – a 
prominent Lahori family that was close to the royal court. Items 
include relics of the Prophet Mohammed, early Qurans and other 
illuminated manuscripts, miniature paintings, porcelain pieces, 
old coins, Islamic artwork, carvings, clothes worn by the Mughal 
emperors, a small armoury of Sikh weapons and carpets from the 
royal courts.  

WALLED CITY OF LAHORE The Walled City is one of the oldest 
cities in the world, forming the historic core of Lahore. Within 
the Walled City lie many of Lahore’s architectural treasures from 
the Mughal period. The streets of the Walled City itself reflect its 
medieval character – narrow, convoluted, but very picturesque and 
lively. The gates of the Walled City also reflect its builders’ imperial 
ambitions, combining imposing structures with detailed carvings.

FORT ROAD Fort Road is a street located within the Walled City, 
close to the Roshnai Gate. Once part of Lahore’s red light district, 
the street was designated as a food street in 2012, offering Lahori 
cuisine and illuminated views of the Badshahi Mosque at night.
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S
ome people 
might not be 
able to work a 
full time job. 
There may be 
some 

circumstances that prevent them 
from doing so. These can include 
lifestyle issues such as parenting, 
other caring responsibilities or 
even issues with your own health. 
It is simply a matter of fact that 
the classic 9 to 5 schedule 
doesn’t work for everyone. So 
what kind of jobs can we find 
that will suit a range of different 
requirements?
       The following are a few 
examples of the type of work 
that can be effective for those 
with awkward or inconvenient 
schedules.

PARENT-FRIENDLY HOURS
Parenting is among one of the 
most time-consuming lifestyle 
choices. It’s not just that you 
have limited hours, because 
the answer that is often given is 
that you could use out of hours 
school care but as anyone who’s 
done this knows it is horribly 
expensive. The problem is 
multiplied when you have 
more than one child as well. 
Fortunately, there are quite 
a number of work positions 
available with parent-friendly 
hours. These might not offer 
nearly as much as a full-time 
day job, but it might just leave 
you with more money at the end 
of the month due to saved day-
care costs.

WORK FROM HOME
Another way to get around 
having to keep unusual hours is 
to look for work that you can do 
from home. This is quite a wide 
category of work and can include 
so many different positions 
from writing to programming, 
basically most admin or office-
based professional work. 
In today’s digital age, many 
businesses have digitalized, 
and much work can be done 
online from any location. As 

such, bosses may let workers 
work from home regularly; or 
sometimes even permanently.

FREELANCE WORK
Freelancers are becoming 
increasingly valuable to 
companies today. In an age 
where constant innovation 
is priceless, the new ideas 
and perspectives offered by 
freelancers outside a company’s 
work culture can be invaluable. 
Therefore, why not offer up your 
services on a one-off or irregular 
basis. Companies looking for 
freelancers are more often 
than not happy to negotiate for 
generous hours.

FLEXI-TIME
Flexible hours is something that is gaining much popularity 
among the younger generation of workers. Being able to pick and 
choose the time you are able to come into the office and leave is 
a huge perk that many young workers desire. This kind of job is 
usually offered by companies whose customers do not expect a 9 
to 5 style schedule. Contracts that offer flexi-hours usually have a 
core number of hours that needs to be filled each week. However, 
how one schedule those hours is completely up to the worker.

TURNING A HOBBY INTO A JOB
If you have something you really enjoy, then chances are you are 
likely to be quite good at it. Which also means, you might be a 
pretty decent at teaching it to others. Becoming an instructor 
for something you are passionate about is not only fun, it also 
takes the tedium out of working. You could also become a shop 
attendant, selling things that you really like. Your enthusiasm for 
the product would undoubtedly be a plus for those hiring you. 

FINDING PART-TIME JOBS THAT FIT 
YOUR LIFESTYLE

BY 
JORDAN

LOW
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INSIDE OUT BY DEMI MOORE

F
amed American actress, Demi 
Moore, shares her story in an 
incredibly intimate and emotion-

ally charged memoir. Even as Demi was 
becoming the highest paid actress in 
Hollywood, however, she was always 
outrunning her past, just one step ahead of 
the doubts and insecurities that defined 
her childhood. As her success grew, the 
actress began questioning if she really 
belonged in Hollywood. Inside Out is a 
heart wrench-
ingly honest 
story of 
survival, 
success, and 
surrender. It 
lays bare the 
tumultuous 
relationships 
Demi has 
formed 
throughout her 
life on her 
journey 
through life.

TALKING TO STRANGERS BY MALCOLM GLADWELL

I n July 2015, a young black woman 
named Sandra Bland was pulled 
over for a minor traffic violation in 

rural Texas. Minutes later she was arrested 
and jailed. Three days later, she committed 
suicide in her cell. What went wrong? Talking 
to Strangers is all about what happens when 
we encounter people we don't know, why it 
often goes awry, and what it says about us. 
Through a 
series of 
puzzles, 
encounters 
and misunder-
standings, 
from 
little-known 
stories to 
infamous 
legal cases, 
Gladwell 
takes us on a 
journey 
through the 
unexpected.

MIRACULUM BY REALLY SLOW MOTION

R eally Slow Motion is a British sound 
production company that has grown 
rapidly in size and prestige over the 

years. They specialize in creating background 
music and soundtracks for all sorts of media, 
from advertisements, to films, and even video 
games. Miraculum is one of their latest albums 
which contain some of their best work yet. 
Many of their musical pieces can be described 
as epic orchestral; made to build tensions and 
blast listeners with an orchestral catharsis 
during action scenes. Much of their music can 
be listened to and purchased online via a variety 
of vendors.

BREAKAWAY BY KELLY CLARKSON

B reakaway is the name of both Kelly 
Clarkson’s second studio album and 
arguably one of her most iconic 

singles in her career. This album is far more 
significant than most realizes. As winner of the 
very first ‘American Idol’ competition. Kelly was 
skyrocketed onto the idol scene. However, she 
did not like the ‘idol’ image she was stuck with. 
This album and the eponymous single repre-
sents Kelly’s ‘Breakaway’ from her old image 
and her transition into the pop/rock genre, to 
great success. 

THE GENTLEMEN
Cast: Matthew McConaughey, Charlie Hunnam, 
Michelle Dockery

T he film is a British-American action 
thriller with a hint of comedy 
sprinkled in-between. It is brought to 

us by Guy Ritchie; the same mind behind the 
popular Sherlock Holmes films starring Robert 
Downey Jr. The film follows an American expat 
by the name of Mickey Pearson. Mickey had 
moved to London and created one of the most 

profitable 
marijuana 
empires in the 
country. When 
word gets out 
that he is 
looking to 
cash out his 
business, it 
triggers plots, 
schemes, 
bribery and 
blackmail in 
an attempt to 
steal his 
domain out 
from under 
him.

THE TURNING
Cast: Mackenzie Davis, Finn Woldhard, Brooklynn Prince

B
ased on the 1898 horror novella by 
Henry James. Classified as both gothic 
fiction and a ghost story, the novella 

focuses on a governess who, caring for two 
children at a remote estate, becomes convinced 
that the grounds are haunted. The film 
adaptation will feature some difference from the 
original novella and is a passion project being 

overseen by 
Steven 
Spielberg 
himself. 
Despite facing 
a troubled 
filming cycle, 
the project 
was salvaged 
by Spielberg 
along with 
new director, 
Floria 
Sigismondi. 
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T
he International Innovation Summit (IIS) was held together with the International Innovation Awards (IIA) on 4 December 2019 at 
Resorts World Sentosa, Singapore. Themed Innovation Trailblazers: Creating for Disruption, the IIS addressed the major disruptive 
forces in the coming decade, and how businesses can win by leading innovation and creating disruption to shape their future in the next 
decade. The IIA, held the same night, honoured recipients in recognising the best innovations in products, services, and solutions. 

Among the winners are Malaysia's AIA Bhd, Taiwan's HIWIN Technologies Corp., Singapore's Olam International Ltd., Indonesia's PT MRT 
Jakarta, and United Arab Emirates' Roads and Transport Authority. 

INNOVATION MOVEMENT
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T
he SME100 Fast Moving Companies 
Awards is the pinnacle of achievement 
for the country’s SME enterprises. 
Winning the SME100 Awards is proof 
that an SME has what it takes to 
compete at the highest level, as a 
fast-moving business in Asia’s most 
dynamic market. This year is even 
more special, as the SME100 Awards 
celebrates its 10th anniversary as the 
premier award for SMEs to strive for. 
       Organised by SME Magazine, the 
Awards identify and recognise SMEs 
based on a basket of quantitative and 
qualitative criteria with a focus on 
growth (turnover, profit and market 
share) and resilience (best practices, 
sustainability and vision). 
       Despite regional and global 
economic uncertainty, the small and 
medium enterprises (SME) sector in 
Malaysia remains extremely buoyant, 
with SMEs registering a 103.41 
percent growth in revenue and a 
125.48 percent growth in profit. 
       These numbers were reported 
by the SME100 survey, which is 
conducted yearly by SME Magazine. 
Over 800 SMEs were surveyed across 
20 industry sectors, with financial 
results audited by official auditor 
Baker Tilly and creditworthiness 
checked by official credit reporting 
agency, CTOS Data Systems Sdn Bhd.
       The survey also recognised 
the top 100 companies by business 
performance with the SME100 Fast 
Moving Companies Awards. Both the 
survey and the Awards have been held 
yearly since 2009, making this year 
the 10th anniversary of the Awards.
       “Malaysian SMEs have defied 
expectations to post rapid growth 

Business Services sector make up the 
highest number at 14 percent. This 
is followed closely by the Healthcare, 
Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology 
sector and Telecommunications and 
ICT at 12 percent. At third place is the 
Education and Training sector and the 
Personal Services sector at 7 percent.
       Rapid growth of the Construction 
sector has propelled it to the top 
spot this year. The Professional and 
Business Services sector kept its joint 
top spot from last year, propelled by 
its relative resilience and variable 
costs structure.

SME ICONS RECOGNISED To further 
celebrate the 10th anniversary of the 

overall. According to the Department 
of Statistics Malaysia, the SME sector 
expanded by 6.2 percent last year, 
outperforming overall GDP growth 
of 4.7 percent. It is expected that this 
trend continues this year – led by 
the top 100 SMEs celebrated here at 
the SME100 Awards tonight,” said 
Dato’ William Ng, group publisher 
of Business Media International, the 
publishers of SME Magazine. 
       “Over the past 10 years, some 
1,000 SMEs won the awards, and 
many have gone on to be listed, 
including the likes of Serba Dinamik, 
Inari Amertron, myNEWS.com, 
Solarvest and many more. Among 
the winners was a small startup 
(then), called MyTeksi, which is now 
Southeast Asia's first decacorn, Grab. 
The SME100 became both a symbol 
of success and a platform for growth”, 
Ng added.
       In conjunction with the 10th 
anniversary of the Awards, a 
ceremony and gala dinner was held at 
the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre 
on 13 December 2019 to announce 
the winners and celebrate their 
achievements. The Awards ceremony 
was officiated by guest-of-honour Dr 
Ong Kian Ming, Deputy Minister of 
International Trade and Industry.
       In officiating the awards, Dr 
Ong exhorted the virtues of trust 
in business. “When it comes to the 
arena of politics, many people say 
that politicians cannot be trusted. 
So, to keep it consistent, we really 
have to mean what we say, and say 
what we mean. Trust also has to be 
built from within. If we can have 
a company where there is trust 
among all the stakeholders, among 
all the employees, as well as the 
management, then you’ll be able to 
have a business which others can trust 
as well,” he said.

CONSTRUCTION, SERVICES SECTORS 
LEAD Among the winners that make 
up the SME100 Awards, businesses 
from the Construction, Property 
Development and Building Materials 
sector, as well as the Professional and 

  
A home-
grown, 
locally 
incorporated 
company 
with at least 
30% local 
equity;

  
Annual 
turnover of 
between RM1 
million and 
above, or full 
time employees 
between 20 
to 200 for 
manufacturing, 
manufacturing 
related and 
agro-based 
industries, 
and annual 
turnover 
of between 
RM300,000 
and above, 
or full time 
employees 
between 10 to 
75 for services, 
primary 
agriculture and 
ICT industries;

  
Can either 
be a holding 
company or 
a subsidiary. 
If the 
holding 
company 
participates, 
all 
subsidiaries 
will not be 
eligible; and

  
Have 
audited 
financial 
statements 
for the year 
ending 2015 
& 2016 or 
2016 & 
2017.

SMEs CELEBRATED AT SME100 
FAST MOVING COMPANIES 
AWARDS 10TH ANNIVERSARY
SMEs DEFY ECONOMIC HEADWINDS TO POST TRIPLE-DIGIT GROWTH

AWARDS OUTLINE

ELIGIBILITY The Awards is open to SMEs in Malaysia. To be eligible, 
your company needs to fulfil the following criteria:

   SME100TM      

SME100 Awards, the SME100 
– AFFIN SME Icon Award was 
awarded to recognise strong icons 
and success stories among SMEs.
       This year, the SME Icon 
Award was awarded to two 
recipients: convenience store 
operator myNEWS Holdings 
Berhad and biscuit manufacturer 
Julie’s Manufacturing Sdn Bhd. 
Their products and services are 
uniquely Malaysian in terms 
of ownership, development 
and/or cultural linkage, while 
demonstrating strong growth and 
leadership in the market.
       For myNEWS.com, which 
was started on Christmas Day, 
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SME100® CEO ACADEMY

SME100® ASEAN BUSINESS ACCELERATOR

In partnership with trade agencies across ASEAN, we will be hosting 
the SME100 ASEAN Business Accelerator programme, which 
combines a Trade and Investment Mission and follow-up workshops 
and business networking to help SMEs in Malaysia to rapidly 
understand the host markets, find opportunity and business gaps, and 
connect with the right partners.

Both quantitative and qualitative benchmarks are used to 
determine the winners and their rankings within the list.

JUDGING BENCHMARKS – SME100 SCORECARD®

TALENTS WIN THE RACE.
The CEO Academy is introduced this year by Business Media 

International to help SMEs and their founders to narrow the gap 
between changing market demands and their perceived capability as 

part of the SME100® Growth Partnership Agenda.

The SME100® CEO Academy this year is held in partnership with 
HELP University, and includes:

80%    QUANTITATIVE CRITERIA

  NET OPERATING PROFIT BEFORE TAX
  ANNUAL TURNOVER
  GROWTH IN OPERATING PROFIT
  GROWTH IN TURNOVER
  RETURN ON ASSETS
  EXPORT REVENUE/TURNOVER
  INVESTMENTS IN CAPITAL/TRAINING AND RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

20%    QUALITATIVE CRITERIA

  MANAGEMENT OUTLOOK
  MAJOR INNOVATIONS
  MARKET PRESENCE AND SHARE
  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY USAGE
  CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACTIVITIES
  EXPORT ACTIVITIES

 

Real-life, 
industrial 
driven 
syllabus 
suitable for 
entrepreneurs 
with any 
educational 
background

Intensive 
1-day 
courses 
spread 
across the 
year

Compact 
and 
interactive 
groups for 
optimum 
learning

Learning 
accreditation 
for individual 
subjects 
and course 
completion

Flexible 
candidate 
selection: 
CEO to 
attend, or 
nominate any 
employee to 
attend, or a 
mix of both – 
fully flexible.

1996 it was originally a newsstand selling 
print magazines and newspapers. Later, 
it diversified into the convenience store 
business, winning the inaugural SME100 Fast 
Moving Companies Award back in 2009. Now 
with more than 500 stores open, myNEWS.
com was listed on Bursa Malaysia in 2016, 
embodying grit, resilience, and success.
       On the other hand, Julie’s 
Manufacturing has been in the Malaysian 
market since 1985. Since then, it has 
become a household brand known for its 
quality biscuits and crackers. Julie's biscuits 
are found up and down the length and 
breadth of Malaysia, as a beloved brand for 
teatime, snacks, and everything in between. 
       Also present at the SME100 Awards 
were luminaries and VIPs such as Koay 
Chiew Guan, national president of the 
Small and Medium Enterprises Association 
(SAMENTA); Rizal Nainy, chief officer, 
implementation & monitoring at SME 
Corporation Malaysia; Sivasuriyamoorthy 
Sundara Raja, executive director, investment 
and promotion of the Malaysian Investment 
Development Authority (MIDA); Megat Mohd 
Yatim, acting chief executive officer of Teraju, 
and many more.
       The SME100 Awards are sponsored 
by Affinbank Group and Time dotCom, 
with Turkish Airlines as Official Airline and 
Volkswagen as Official Mobility Partner.

SME100® BY INDUSTRY
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GROWNCE SDN BHD
STEVEN CHO SOON KAI, DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING
“It is a huge honour to receive the SME100 Award. I 
would like to thank our partners and customers especially 
for their unwavering support. Without them we would not 
have the capability nor the opportunity to be here. We 
hope to encourage other SMEs to put in the effort and not 
to give up so that they can reach the top like us as well.”

GERMAX SDN BHD
KAREN PUA, DIRECTOR
“This is a great show and a great way of putting the name 
of SMEs out there to show that even smaller companies 
are able to create a respectable impact on the economy 
and industry landscape. It is also a wonderful feeling to 
be able to gain recognition for all the hard work that we 
SMEs put in over the years to make a name for ourselves.”

SCHOOL OF LIFE SDN BHD
ELVINA CHUA, CO-FOUNDER
“This is a really great platform for Malaysians to show 
what their business is about, the hard work that has 
been put into it, and all the ideas and are a result of all 
the effort invested into their companies. The awards 
really show what entrepreneurs can do, serving as a role 
model for SMEs both within Malaysia and beyond.”

CURA NATURALE SDN BHD
DR MICHIKO LIEW YOKE YEN, DIRECTOR

“I believe the SME100 Awards is a fantastic 
experience as it recognises the hard work 

and effort that is being put in by the 
nation’s SMEs. It is also nice to be seen as 

an inspiration to those that wish to follow in 
our footsteps in achieving success.”

SETIA MEDI PHARMA SDN BHD
KELVIN KOAY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

“The SME100 Awards is a very grand event. It is a 
gathering of many great companies and presents us with 

countless networking opportunities. I can tell a lot of 
groundwork has gone into organising this event, especially 

when it comes to evaluating which SMEs deserve to win 
the award, as there are many worthy contenders.”

PROGRESSIVE SERVICES & EQUIPMENT SDN BHD
JOEY LEE AND JEFFREY WONG, DIRECTORS

“As first time winners, we found our time here 
enjoyable. It was a fantastic experience and we 

are happy to be recognised for our achievements. 
Other SMEs should continue to work hard and 

network as much as possible so that one day they 
can be one of the recipients for this award as well.”



VOSTRON TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD 
ANTHONY WONG KOK HING, OPERATIONS MANAGER
“To be able to receive the SME100 Award is both 
very encouraging and a huge motivational booster 
for us. We believe the awards are a fantastic way to 
introduce SMEs and the work they do to a wider 
audience. I hope we can serve as an inspiration for 
other SMEs to strive to be the best they can be.”

JULIE’S MANUFACTURING SDN BHD
SU CHIN HOCK, MANAGING DIRECTOR AND MARTIN ANG, 
DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING
“We at Julie’s have made quite a number of great achievements over 
the years. However, I would say that being able to say that we, as a 
Malaysian company, is able to produce world-class standard products 
that can compete with the best-of-the-best; all the while sending the 
message that Malaysian brands are on par with the rest of the world.”

SUNRAY CONSTRUCTION & INTERIOR SDN BHD 
TONY LEONG, DIRECTOR

“The prestige and recognition that comes with receiving 
the SME100 Awards is definitely something that will 

make heads turn. The awards is also an excellent 
platform for SMEs as it draws attention to their 

limitless potential; thus granting them the opportunity 
to garner the support they need to excel even further.”

MYNEWS HOLDINGS BERHAD 
DANG TAI LUK, MANAGING DIRECTOR 

“One of the greatest achievements that we are 
proud of is getting the company listed and our 

profile out there for all to see. Our company 
continues to grow and touch lives throughout 

the country, providing both quality products and 
convenience to Malaysians.” 
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SME100 CTOS 
CREDIT EXCELLENCE 

AWARD WINNERS

SME100 – AFFIN SME ICON AWARD WINNERS

01. BERICAP MALAYSIA SDN BHD

03. BINTANG BULK MOVER SDN BHD 

05. DC LOGISTICS SDN BHD 

07. IPG ASSET SOLUTIONS SDN BHD 

09. SUNRAY CONSTRUCTION & INTERIOR SDN BHD 

01. JULIE’S MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

02. BESTARI SALES & MARKETING SDN BHD

01. ALAM MURNI SDN BHD 

02. LIONG YEH HIN MEDICAL HALL SDN BHD 

03. MODERN CAVE SDN BHD 

04. NU INFINITY SDN BHD 

05. SITEGIANT SDN BHD 

06. GHAZAL MAHEL SDN BHD (THE OLIVE TREE GROUP) 

04. CK PACKAGING & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

06. HAILY CONSTRUCTION SDN BHD 

08. OILTEK SDN BHD

10. VOSTRON TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD

02. MYNEWS HOLDINGS BERHAD

   SME100TM      7070    SME100TM      
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A
t a recent conference 
organised by this 
magazine, a woman CEO 
pointed out that of the 17 
speakers, none of them 
were women. She’s 
almost right, as one last 

woman speaker was added to the list just two 
days before the conference, and did not 
appear in the promotional materials. The 
CEO went on to accuse this magazine of 
gender bias. What she ignored, or did not 
realise, was that in another conference just a 
month later – we had 7 women out of 18 
speakers. Still not anywhere near true gender 
equality, I’d admit. 
       I am glad she did not bring up the fact 
that in the earlier confeence, 9 out of the 18 
speakers were Chinese Malaysians, only 2 
were below 30 or that only one was above 55. 
Or that I did not know if any of them is gay or 
lesbian (that one woman speaker). Otherwise, 
we would have been called out for being 
racially chauvinistic, unfair to the young, blind 
to the seniors and perhaps prejudicial to the 
gays and lesbians. It seems this magazine just 
can’t get anything right. I apologise for that.
       But the truth is, we did not realise any 
of this until called out. We did not (and 
never will) invite our speakers on the basis 
of gender, race or age. Neither do we go 
all out to tilt the balance in favour of the 

perceived minority or the disadvantaged; 
women in this case. We are simply gender, 
race and age blind. 
       If we are dealt a hand full of Malay 
men in their 30s (the majority working 
population), who happen to the the experts 
in the subject matter, then we will run with 
that. If we happen to have a panel full of 
Chinese women in their 50s, we would run 
with that too, and I wouldn’t be any wiser. 
We simply do not choose our speakers on the 
basis of preference, positive or negative. To 
do otherwise is discrimination. I am sure that 
complaining woman CEO would disagree. 
And I can understand why.
       Growing up Chinese and very poor – I 
feel discriminated against all my life. I am not 
even mocking anyone here. As such, I feel the 
urge now and again to protest against state 
sponsored ‘positive discrimination’. And 
hope there’s a quota for anything meaningful 
for people born to illiterate working parents. 
After all, I surely need more help than foreign-
educated, government-scholars who happen 
to be women? 
       I am not belittling the efforts of people 
who fight for ingrained discrimination 
every day. People who fight for rights of the 
disabled, the racial minority (like the Orang 
Asli), and the oppressed, are the heroes 
of our society. But we simply do not fight 
discrimination with more discrimination. 

Correcting a wrong by setting up another 
wrong – is bluntly wrong. 
       When we call upon organisations and 
in this case, a magazine, to consciously 
prefer women over men, in order to repair 
a perceived disadvantage, we are making a 
mockery of the many successful women who 
are at the top of their career because of their 
ability, and not their gender. Our Deputy 
Prime Minister, Chief Justice, Bank Negara 
Governor, and many others come to mind. 
Were they picked because they are women, or 
because they are the best? 
       I acknowledge that in many areas, women 
continue to be disadvantaged by the nature 
of their gender; but being invited to speak 
at conferences surely is not one of those. 
We have outgrown the women’s liberation 
movement by decades. When we continue 
to apply pressure on boards to appoint 
women and Bumiputras as directors to the 
disadvantage of equally or perhaps better 
qualified men and non-Bumiputras; what is 
stopping us from rejecting the recent call by 
the Youth Minister to have 30 percent quota 
of directors of government-linked companies 
to be from those below 30 year-olds?
       We confuse equity with equality. And in 
the process, discriminate when we aim not 
to. The best strategy to fight discrimination is 
to make weakness work for you. Successful 
women are doing exactly that, and in the 
process, doing more for women than any 
quota for women ever will. 
       This New Year, I’ve resolved to 
understand better about privilege, and how 
we can help, with our limited resources, more 
people who are disadvantaged.  

DISCRIMINATING 
POSITIVELY

 PERSPECTIVE William Ng is Group Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of Business Media International.  He can be reached at 
w.ng@businessmedia.asia or connect with him at 

www.facebook.com/williamngpage
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SOME CHEFS COOK THEIR BEST
AT 30,000 FEET

Products and services are subject to change depending on flight duration and aircra� .




